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TESTIMONIALS: ‘ An amazing family experience!’... ‘Stingrays are wild
but extremely gentle’.... ‘One for the bucket list – this was the highlight of our trip’
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Enjoy a Unique Experience
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Come and enjoy the unique experience of touching and feeding a southern stingray, together with
snorkelling amongst magnificent coral reefs and colourful tropical fish. Our rays are without
doubt the brightest in the Caribbean – wild but very friendly and gentle.
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Stingray City

Whether you choose to stand or swim you’ll have the unique opportunity to touch, feed and play with
stingrays during your encounter, while learning all about these amazing and captivating creatures.
Enjoy a snorkel afterwards, before finishing up your visit with a complimentary rum or fruit punch.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for more information
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Tel: 1-268-481-1880
www.DiamondsInternational.com

wenger.ch

3 Year Warranty

Attitude Chrono
01.1543.125

Wenger ®
Swiss Made
Watches
Heritage Quay, St. John's, Antigua
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Simon Baker

Heritage Quay, St. John’s, Antigua
Tel: 1-268-481-1880
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Luxury Locations Magazine is published and printed on behalf of
Luxury Locations by Eyekon Design and Wyndeham Group.
info@eyekondesign.com
www.wyndeham.co.uk
Luxury Locations Magazine is published bi-annually and is distributed to a readership
of high net worth individuals throughout Antigua & Barbuda. The publication is also
distributed to the UK and USA. The next issue will be out in July 2019. For all advertising
and editorial enquires please contact info@luxurylocations.com.
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Luxury resort brings festival vibe to Antigua

Luxury resort’s subtle style and striking coastline
inspired its own swim and beachwear line
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in this year’s Talisker Whisky Atlantic
Challenge. By the time you read our
article on page 78, four of Team Antigua
Island Girls will be battling the waves
somewhere between the Canary Islands
and Nelson’s Dockyard on their valiant
3,000-mile row. The fifth team member
will be assisting from dry land and, along
with the rest of us, cheering them on to
victory.
Another trailblazer making a splash
on the seas is Mercedes-Benz thanks to
the firm’s foray into yachting. Lust over
the Arrow460-Granturismo in all her
aquatic head-turning glory on page 82.
In addition to our regular favourites,
like the Luxe List and our vibrant party
pages, you can read all about two exciting
new local enterprises, translation company
Aetlia and funky restaurant Nomad.
Finally, this issue features new
interactive content which you can view
on your smartphone. To keep it easy we
have added a title to each code to give
you an idea of what to expect. Just open
the camera app on your phone, hover over
the grid and wait for the link to pop up.
Touch the link to view the interactive
content. Try the one at the end of this
page to see our welcome message.
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ea turtles are undoubtedly some of
the most incredible creatures on
Earth. With just one in 1,000 tiny
hatchlings making it to adulthood, each
one sighted in Antigua & Barbuda is a
miracle. Our twin islands have worked
hard to protect our precious but critically
endangered hawksbills so we were
delighted when the famed Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society headed to Barbuda
to give us a hand. You can read all about
their findings at what is thought to be
among the most important rookeries in
the Caribbean on page 76.
A departure from their erstwhile
direct activism, the Sea Shepherd’s visit
also helped highlight the role we can all
play in safeguarding our planet and its
inhabitants. Suiting then that this 15th
edition of Luxury Locations Magazine
features an enticing spread on the best
vegan dishes found in Antigua. Think a
plant-based diet is just for zealots? Think
again. Whet your appetite on page 54.
Raise a glass to rum, the spirit of the
islands, on page 50 as we explore the
liquor’s colourful evolution from ‘pirate
poison’ to top-shelf tipple, flying the flag
for the region in the process.
Also featured within these pages are
the gutsy Antiguan women taking part
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LETTER FROM LUXURY LOCATIONS
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Do make use of this and browse the
spectacular homes showcased for sale
in our property listings. The multitude
on oﬀer right here on island are sure to
appeal to the ever-increasing number
of investors each year who, just like our
cherished hawksbills, choose Antigua &
Barbuda to call home. n
Advertising and editorial queries and
suggestions should be directed to
info@luxurylocations.com

Experience a real sense of occasion...
Le Bistro, Antigua’s irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1 81. Since then, its
popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned. Today, Le Bistro is and remains
one of Antigua’s most frequented restaurants. Dining here is close to luxurious perfection.

Le Bistro
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French Restaurant

Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm. Closed on Mondays.
Hodges Bay, St. John’s, Antigua • T: (268) 462 3881 • F: (268) 461 5543 • E: pgbistro@candw.ag
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www.antigualebistro.com

AquaSports is an authorized
CRESSI Dealer, and is Antigua's #1
shop for Scuba diving equipment.

- BCD's (Dive Jacket)
- Dive Computers
- Regulators
- Gauges
- Wetsuits & Boots
- Masks & Fins
- Belts & More

Heritage Quay
#53, 2nd Floor
St. John's, Antigua
Tel: 462-3474
aquasportsanu@gmail.com

MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM

SAM DYSON
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It’s almost a decade since UK-born Sam
made Antigua his home. His previous
incarnations include working as a martial
arts trainer and a start-up business
consultant. When he’s not in the oﬃce,
he is often found below sea level pursuing
his passion for free-diving and exploring
the island’s colourful marine life. Sam has a penchant for 80s
power ballads and believes mastering the art of self-discipline and
willpower is the key to success.
FOUNDER

From her very first job selling ice cream
on a Kent seafront, to selling beachfront
homes 4,000 miles away in the Caribbean,
Nadia’s entrepreneurial spirit continues
to thrive as co-owner of Antigua’s leading
real estate agency. Her soundtrack when
driving between viewings includes
Warren Buﬀet’s ‘Life-Changing Lessons’
audiobook. As mother to two small boys “growing up way too fast”,
she says her chosen superpower would be the ability to slow time.
PASCALE GILLIS
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
You might catch Pascale belting out classic
4 Non Blondes anthem ‘What’s Going On’
(from the first album she ever bought) but
don’t expect to catch her at a gig; she has a
phobia of large crowds. Twenty years since
moving to Antigua, our Africa-born and
raised COO has clocked up an impressive
resume in hospitality and property management. She’s clearly
in the right industry because, given one wish, she would make
everyone around her happy.
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Head Oﬃce, Portofino Oﬃces,
Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua, WI
Call +1 268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com

JACQUELINE HOLBOROUGH

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

NADIA DYSON

but the island as a destination and a lifestyle
we know you’ll love via this magazine.
This popular biannual publication is the
only one of its kind in the region and enjoys
a firm status as a favourite among locals and
visitors alike.
Read on to find out more about the
energetic, dynamic – and occasionally kooky
– team behind our award-winning brand.

tio

The unrivalled international exposure we
guarantee our listings earned us the gong
for best real estate marketing in Antigua &
Barbuda at the 2015 International Property
Awards. That followed three Overseas
Property Professionals Awards in 2014 and
2013, twice naming us third best real estate
agency in the world, and second best in the
regional category to boot.
We may be a small team but we’re a
mighty one, with four decades’ worth of
collective experience. Antigua is a place we
know, love and call home. And that’s what
underlines our commitment to selling not
just villas, apartments and parcels of land,
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It’s no secret that real estate agents suﬀer
from a less than flattering public perception.
So it’s a special feat when a firm bucks
the trend by building and maintaining a
reputation as a reliable, professional and
trusted entity which has stood the test of
time - corroborated by a fistful of industry
awards.
Spring 2019 will mark a decade since
since the inception of Luxury Locations
and its property management arm, Villa
Management. Today, we are firmly
established as the country’s leading agency
with the largest portfolio of exclusive
listings for sale and rent.

MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION

There’s nothing like having a fitness
professional to lug our heavy magazine
boxes from pillar to post and keep our
many distribution outlets stocked up.
Jacqui loves the “beautiful people” she
meets going about her rounds. When
she’s not working out her biceps for us,
she’s putting her own clients through
their paces with everything from water aerobics to BackMitra
yoga. Jacqui once met George Michael when his car ran out of
petrol outside her furniture shop in London. They got on so well
they swapped phone numbers.
AKEEM WADE
MAINTENANCE MAESTRO

In addition to keeping our clients’ pools
and gardens in tip-top shape, Akeem
is something of a philosopher too. He
is currently embroiled in the book ‘100
reasons to believe the Earth is flat’.
Aside from conspiracy theories, Akeem
is a big fan of reggae music. He joined
the Luxury Locations team in 2016 and
says if he could have any superpower he liked, he’d choose being
able to read people’s minds.

It’s service with a smile for our guest services and housekeeping team

ADVERTORIAL

“It’s wonderfully serene yet just
a short walk from all the activities of
English Harbour,” co-director Astrid
Deeth says.
One aspect that keeps Admiral’s
ahead of the competition is a refusal
to rest on its laurels. The most recent
upgrade saw a refurbishment of garden
suites and bathrooms, and the addition of
extra rooms taking the total to 34.
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here’s nothing like unwinding
among 200 years of nautical
history to capture the imagination
and rejuvenate the soul.
The wistful elegance of Admiral’s
Inn and surrounding Nelson’s Dockyard
comprise a setting so unique it earned a
UNESCO world heritage site ranking.
But while this exceptional 18th
century haunt complete with original
buildings may have its roots in the heyday
of the British Empire there’s nothing old
hat about the food and facilities.
A world class spot with fabulous
food and brimming with charm is how
TripAdvisor users consistently rate the
boutique hotel, its adjacent Gunpowder
House with luxury suites, and two
restaurants, Pillars and Boom. So much
so that the family-run place has garnered
two industry awards and several more
nominations as one of the Caribbean’s
leading hotels.

the historic stone pillars are lit up,” Astrid
adds.
Its leisurely poolside counterpart
Boom has become a favoured venue with
foodies from far and wide who come to
enjoy the fresh, locally sourced fare with
a gourmet twist. Day beds, loungers and
hammocks make this an all-day hangout.
Admiral’s intimate size and singular
setting make it ideal for weddings and
special events too. Whether tying the
knot, vacationing, staycationing or just
whiling away a few hours, there are few
places on earth so conducive to forging
new bonds, rediscovering old ones and
creating memories to last a lifetime. n
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ADMIRAL’S INN: OLD
WORLD CHARM WITH A
MODERN APPEAL

A world class spot with fabulous food
and brimming with charm is how
TripAdvisor users consistently rate
the boutique hotel

Visit www.admiralsantigua.com or
call +1 268 460-1027.
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Even the lauded cuisine just got better
with the introduction of two new local
chefs; rising star Angela Joseph and Aldis
Beazer, former head chef at Barbuda’s
acclaimed Coco Point Lodge.
“Pillars’ setting overlooking the water
is hard to beat, especially at night when
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and get more from your property agent

Our award-winning team of hard-working professionals has earned a
solid reputation for eﬃciency, honesty and broad knowledge of the real
estate market.
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Luxury Locations today represents more
exclusive property than any other agency
in Antigua – and has become the only
choice for those wanting the best.
We understand an owner’s needs for
correct representation and going that
extra mile to ensure their property is
represented to the right clientele –
which is why we oﬀer something a little
diﬀerent to other brokers.

HEAD OFFICE
Luxury Locations, Portofino Oﬃces,
Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua, WI.
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Tel +1 268 562 8174

www.luxurylocations.com info@luxurylocations.com
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Oﬃce Hours 9am–5pm Monday–Friday
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WHY LIST WITH US EXCLUSIVELY?

Lu
xu

There are many benefits to exclusivity:
Complimentary professional photos – plus aerial photography and video
Free coverage in our biannual lifestyle and property magazine
Unparalleled marketing reach via our own websites – published in four languages
– and strong links with global media
Antigua & Barbuda, July 2018 – January 2019
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instruction on everything from sartorial
dos and don’ts in Dubai to the insolence of
eating on public transport in Japan.
“We had a client recently who was
preparing for a trip to China and wanted
instruction on how to conduct himself
while there,” Laurena says. “Our experts
also give advice on the local political
climate, oﬀer some simple phrases to use
and often suggest places to stay and taxi
providers to use.
“If so desired, we can even organise
someone to be on location abroad to assist
our clients with any requirements they may
have.”
Utmost confidentiality and a “personal
touch” are key.
“People often ask about confidentiality,
for example with court or medical
documents. They always leave reassured,”
Laurena continues, adding: “Quality is
our focus. And that’s because we have a
genuine love for languages and for what we
do.”
These days, online machine translation
services are available at the click of a
mouse but enlisting the services of a
human expert is indispensable when
it comes to guaranteeing accuracy,
maintaining cultural context or avoiding an
embarrassing social blooper. n

tio

contact details.
“All our translations are reviewed by a
second translator, who also works to ISO
standard, to ensure the text is flawless. We
will then call the customer to let them
know their documents are ready. Many
take less than 24 hours.”
Fibbed on your résumé that you’re
fluent in Spanish? Best not rely on Google
Translate for the cover letter. AETLIA
can have it transformed into impeccable
Español quicker than you can say muchas
gracias. And – because nobody advocates
telling porkies – around summer 2019,
AETLIA is adding language classes to its
linguistic arsenal.
“There’s a high demand for Chinese
and Italian translations so we plan to
start classes in both of those, along with
Spanish, French and others depending on
demand,” Laurena says.
AETLIA has been operating in
Antigua since January 2018 but the parent
company, headquartered in Malta, has staﬀ
across the globe and has been a forerunner
in the language sector for more than
two decades. Antigua is AETLIA’s first
Caribbean outlet and plans are afoot to
expand across the region.
“We chose Antigua because we spotted
a need here,” Laurena explains. “There is
no other company on island that takes care
of every language service somebody might
want, including on the ground interpreters,
at our quality level. We are a one-stop shop
– oﬀering anything in the broadest sense
that has to do with language.”
The firm even has niche business
translators fluent in industry-specific
terminology on its books.
And because the twin island nation is
both a hub and a home for international
business travellers, AETLIA’s “cultural
coaching” classes have also proved a hit.
Experts are available for one-on-one
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Hello Death’ was the cheerful greeting
given to consumers in Auckland recently
when Coca-Cola’s attempt at mixing
English with Maori on a vending machine
slogan spectacularly backfired.
The fizzy drink giant wouldn’t be
the first to suﬀer a faux-pas when trying
to bridge language gaps and reach new
customers but that didn’t stop merciless
netizens making it go viral within minutes.
Technology may have made the globe
seem smaller but – as the philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstein said – the limits of
your language are the limits of your world.
That mantra is emblazoned on a wall
within the oﬃces of Antiguan translation
company AETLIA, a firm that prides
itself on connecting cultures, breaking
boundaries and ensuring nothing, ever, gets
lost in translation.
From Arabic to Vietnamese, AETLIA
oﬀers comprehensive language services
in more than 80 languages, supplied
by its 3,000-strong network of strictly
vetted, ISO standard linguists. Even the
more arcane tongues (Welsh or Maltese,
anyone?) come with the same assurances of
accuracy and a super speedy turnaround.
“Our clients are very diverse,”
says Laurena Davis, head of business
development and marketing. “They might
be lawyers, hotel managers or financial
advisors, members of the Citizenship
by Investment unit or holidaymakers.
The other day a German man needed
his driving licence translating for the
Transport Board.”
Clients are greeted warmly by
AETLIA’s eight staﬀ at the firm’s base in
Jolly Harbour’s commercial centre.
“Getting a translation is a simple
process,” Laurena continues. “We will find
out what services a client requires, let them
know the timeframe to expect and ask
them to complete a short form with their

ns

DON’T GET LOST IN TRANSLATION. AETLIA’S COMPREHENSIVE LANGUAGE
SERVICES BUILD BRIDGES IN LIFE, WORK AND PLAY

By Gemma Handy
AETLIA is a member of the Globalization
and Localization Association (GALA), the
European Language Industry Association
(ELIA), the American Translators
Association (ATA), Antigua Hotels and
Tourist Association (AHTA), and Antigua &
Barbuda Chamber of Commerce.
For more information, visit www.aetlia.com
or their Jolly Harbour oﬃces or call +1 268
562-7583.
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AETLIA Translation & Language Services offers certified translation, interpreting, cultural coaching etc. in
over 80 languages by professional linguists compliant with ISO 17100 standard.
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www.aetlia.com • Email mail@aetlia.com • Call +1 268 562 7583

Combining contemporary architecture with a
stunning tropical setting, the newly opened
South Point offers a truly unique experience –
where casual island-chic meets modern luxury in
a neighbourhood rich with history.

Each of the 23 spacious, open-plan suites
features a full kitchen, private patio with a view
of the marina, top quality amenities, and
complimentary WIFI. The restaurant and lounge –
with deliciously addictive cocktails – are open
daily to the public.
reservations@southpointantigua.com
Toll Free USA & Canada 1 800 857 2082
Toll Free UK 0800 014 8443
International +1 268 562 9600 or +1 268 464 0407

www.southpointantigua.com

ADVERTORIAL
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GET THE TIMELESS STYLE OF LONGTERM LONGINES AMBASSADORS SIMON BAKER
AND KATE WINSLET. THE LUXURY SWISS WATCHMAKER’S MOON PHASE MASTER
COLLECTION AND LA GRANDE CLASSIQUE ARE AVAILABLE NOW AT DIAMONDS
INTERNATIONAL IN HERITAGE QUAY.

s

Australian actor Simon Baker personifies the
core values of Longines, for which he has been an
ambassador of elegance since 2012. The Longines
Master Collection Moon Phase timepiece is every bit
as iconic and refined as the Golden Globe and Emmynominated star in CBS’ hit TV series The Mentalist,
perfectly representing the watchmaker’s heritage and
know-how.

s

One of the world’s most beloved movie stars, Kate
Winslet built her career on characters that defy
stereotypes. Since her breakthrough role as a teenage
murderess in 1994’s Heavenly Creatures, she has
moved with ease from drama to romance to eccentric
individualism. Kate joined the Longines family in 2010
and embodies the company’s tenets of professionalism,
polish and consistent performance.
16
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Elegance is an attitude
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Kate Winslet

La Grande Classique de Longines

Elegance, Tradition and Performance
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The Longines Master Moon Phase Master Collection: a
dazzling display of the brand’s watchmaking know-how
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As a traditional watchmaking company, Longines has been producing exceptional
timepieces for more than 185 year. Today, the Longines Master Collection is
the perfect illustration of this corporate ethos, as can be seen from the success
enjoyed by this range since it was launched in 2005. All fitted with self-winding
movements, the various models in this collection offer various sophistications.
The Longines Master Collection brings together the classical elegance and
excellent quality which never cease to delight those who appreciate
exceptional timepieces.
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In addition to the traditional models with three hands, the Longines Master
Collection offers a wide range of sophistications. Businessman, sportsman or
jet-setter, today’s man is multifaceted and always on the move. And his range of
requirements can all be satisfied by the choice of displays offered by the models
in the Longines Master Collection: chronograph functions, indication of time in all
24 time-zones worldwide, power-reserve indicator, phases of the moon or retrograde
functions. Water-resistant to 3 bar, these models also have a transparent case back
through which the proud owner can admire the fascinating working of the movement.
Each timepiece is mounted on a steel and yellow gold or a steel bracelet, or on a black
or dark brown alligator strap, all having a folding safety clasp.

La Grande Classique de Longines –
The fascination of timeless style
La Grande Classique de Longines embodies the oldest aesthetic tradition of the
brand known the world over for its winged hourglass logo. The ultra-slim profile of
the specially designed case lends this collection a timeless beauty. Maintaining all
the characteristics of the original creations, the models in this line can be seen to
grace the wrists of those who appreciate reliability. Presented for the first time in
1992, La Grande Classique de Longines has taken its many refinements from the
prestigious Agassiz collection, launched in 1982, whose solid gold models were a
tribute to the founder of a brand that celebrated its 150th anniversary that year.
Since then, this collection has become Longines’ symbol of classical elegance and
has proved extremely popular all around the world.
Made out of steel, yellow or rose PVD or a combination of steel and PVD, the models
in La Grande Classique de Longines collection are popular among women as well as
men, who are instinctively drawn towards reliability and attracted by timeless elegance.
These models are also available with a bezel set with Top Wesselton VVS diamonds.

Found Your Perfect Location.
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Get perfect insurance to match from...

www.caribbeanalliance.com
HOME
Antigua Head Office:
Falmouth Branch:

Tel: +1 (268) 484 2900
Tel: +1 (268) 484 2967/68
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PERFORMERS UNITE FOR
‘ARTISTIC ALCHEMY’ AT
SUGAR RIDGE
LUXURY RESORT BRINGS FESTIVAL VIBE TO ANTIGUA

A
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sk any festivalgoer about the
hallmarks of a hip event and some
commonalities will include quirky,
engaging performers, a pervasive spirit of
camaraderie and a funky space to stage it
all in.
Antigua may lack the desert scenes
that provide Burning Man’s haunting
background, but it’s also devoid of the
crowds of Coachella along with the soggy
weather and requisite groovy galoshes of
their British counterparts.
What our island has to oﬀer is oodles
of sunshine, a plethora of creative talents
and an exceptional venue in the shape of
Sugar Ridge (which, incidentally, also has
really, really decent bathrooms).
Last summer, the luxury resort decided
to get in on the action and give the island’s
diverse entertainers a shared platform at
the same time.
“With the world going mad for
festivals, we thought it’d be fun to stage
our own. But we wanted something a little
diﬀerent to everything else going on in
Antigua,” says Sugar Ridge’s owner Aidan
McCauley.
Billed as an “alchemy of song, dance,
spoken word, drumming and live art”,
‘Bliss’ attracted almost 200 revellers to
the spectacular hilltop location which
encompasses Carmichael’s restaurant and
alfresco yoga pavilion, The Shed.
“From the moment people arrived
and their hand was painted by an artist
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instead of being issued with a wristband,
they knew this was an evening all about
creativity,” says co-organiser Janis Hough.
That sentiment was embodied in Sugar
Ridge’s sensational new centrepiece – a
custom-made fireball sculpture. The fivefoot steel sphere, designed by Tortolabased artist Aragorn Dick-Read and
featuring intricate dancing figurines, was
lit as the sun went down, flames setting the
night sky ablaze.
Aragorn, whose sundry clients include
billionaire Virgin Group founder Richard
Branson, was inspired by the resort’s
elegant-yet-beatnik vibe.
“I loved the space, the views and the
yoga retreat feel, and I based my design
around those themes,” he tells Luxury
Locations Magazine. “When you have
a beautiful setting like Sugar Ridge, a
fireball sculpture makes a great feature
icon but it also encapsulates the resort’s
ethos in a piece of art and captures people’s
imagination.”
The Shed overlooking Antigua’s
mesmerising west coast was an idyllic
spot for the event. Spoken word poets and
African drummers brought the place alive
as dancers and a contortionist weaved their
way around the guests and local cartoonist
Guava de Artist painted his signature bold
designs onto a bikini-clad volunteer.
Highlights included an appearance

by neo soul band Divine Roots, a
stirring Morcheeba meets Erykah Badu
conglomeration, plus a spread of enticing
vegan food and a gargantuan gong to
thwack at will. The evening was brought
to an energetic climax by the superbly
talented six-piece group Blakk Gold.
For Aidan, Bliss complements the
long-running Sunday Chill parties,
characterised by deep house beats and
cocktails, set around Carmichael’s pool.

Spoken word poets and African
drummers brought the place alive as
dancers and a contortionist weaved
their way around the guests and local
cartoonist Guava de Artist painted
his signature bold designs onto a
bikini-clad volunteer.
“Bliss was all about getting back to
earth and I thought the inaugural event
went really well. The setting is amazing and
the performances were great,” he adds.
Organisers hope to make the event an
annual or biannual occurrence.
“It exceeded my expectations in terms
of both the diversity and level of talent
here in Antigua – and we only scratched
the surface,” Janis says. “It was our aim to
bring artists from every genre together.
Sugar Ridge also has a jamming session
21
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every full moon and we plan to continue
and build on this vibe of creativity and
harmony.”
Forging meaningful connections is
something of a motif for the 60-suite
resort which places health and wellness
at the centre of its operations. Specialist
retreats held at The Shed range from
personal development workshops to
meditation and mindfulness sessions.
There are also twice daily yoga classes
in high season and around six a week
during summer, a state-of-the-art gym,
two swimming pools and a full-service
Aveda-branded spa and salon. The two
restaurants – fine dining Carmichael’s and
the casual Sugar Club eatery – serve up
exquisite health-conscious fare but those
in need of a little comfort food won’t be
disappointed either.
Nine years since opening for business,
Sugar Ridge continues to augment its
innovative oﬀerings and raise the bar
for upscale R&R. The latest addition of
festival-inspired entertainment ups the
ante once again. And not a collapsed tent
or muddy wellington boot in sight. n

By Gemma Handy
Photos by Ken Isaac
Visit www.sugarridgeantigua.com for
more information about the resort and its
events. Sugar Ridge also has private homes
for sale approved under the citizenship by
investment scheme, entitling buyers to apply
for an Antigua & Barbuda passport.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or
call +1 268 562-8174 for details.
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Big Banana Cafe Ristorante | VC Bird International Airport, new terminal | +1 (268) 484-1380
Big Banana Pizzas in Paradise | Redcliﬀe Quay | +1 (268) 480-6985
Monday to Saturday 11:00 am to 11:00 pm
|

info@bigbanana-antigua.com
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Reservations 562-8512

ADVERTORIAL

Strong partnership
Since 1984 we have represented Massy
United Insurance, a member of the
Massy Group, one of the largest and most
successful conglomerates in the Caribbean
with over 60 subsidiary companies. To date
we are their largest agency in the Eastern
Caribbean.

What sorts of properties does Anjo
insure?
We insure private homes, long- and
short-term rental properties, retail and
commercial buildings and properties under
construction and renovation.
Replacement values, use of the property, its
location and materials used in construction
determine the insurance premium.
How do I avoid being under-insured?
Have a qualified property evaluator assess
the value of the property; our trained
professionals provide sound advice on this
subject. Updates should be considered
annually in keeping with material costs
inflation and changes made to your
property.
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Great customer service
Friendly, eﬃcient, knowledgeable and
experienced staﬀ provide insight on every
insurance need.

is made within 24 to 48 hours. We pride
ourselves in providing the fastest claims
settlement process in the business.
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What makes Anjo Insurances a good
insurance agent? Three words: integrity,
strength and experience.
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We look for opportunities
Every loss and claim is handled with the
goal of delivering what we promise and
in the most eﬃcient manner. Premium
payments late by a few days will not
invalidate your insurance; the claim will
still be honored.
Claims handling
Once it is clear that the loss/claim is
covered, necessary forms completed and
documents collected, a settlement oﬀer

Can you insure my business? What about
my employees?
We have many policies designed to protect
your commercial assets, your staﬀ and your
customers too. Every business is unique,
thus we tailor our policies to suit its needs.

tio

LIFE CAN BE UNPREDICTABLE. CHOOSING A GOOD INSURANCE
PROVIDER IS CRUCIAL. WE SPOKE TO ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST
TRUSTED AGENCIES IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA. FROM HOMES TO
BUSINESS, VEHICLES TO VACATIONS, ANJO INSURANCES HAS HAD IT
ALL COVERED SINCE 1928.

ns

HAVING GOOD
INSURANCE PAYS

name a few. Our policy automatically
provides additional cover in areas such
as loss of rent and paying for alternative
accommodation; employers’ liability for
up to two domestic employees; property
owners’ liability; personal liability and
accident; loss of metered water.

What does your Home Pro policies
cover?
In addition to the standard cover you
expect on your property and its contents,
you are covered for fire, hurricane,
earthquake, flooding and burglary, to

Can you also insure my car and boat?
Will they be covered if a major hurricane
hits?
Private and commercial motor vehicles,
vessels and pleasure crafts are all insurable.
Comprehensive cover, which includes
hurricane, named and unnamed storm
cover, is available year-round.
Auto rescue services (roadside assistance)
are available seven days a week, 24 hours a
day, inclusive of towing for all our private
motor vehicle policies.
Does Anjo oﬀer health insurance too?
Can I take out a life insurance policy?
Although we are mainly a general
insurance agent for Massy United
Insurance, we do oﬀer health insurance
and life insurance on behalf of Sagicor Life
Inc.
I’m going on holiday. Do you oﬀer travel
insurance?
Travel insurance is available for individuals
up to 70 years of age. Cover options
include loss of deposit and tours charges,
personal accident, medical expenses and
other expenses, plus personal luggage. Bon
voyage!
If you are unsure what coverage you need
contact us, there is no question we can’t
answer and no risk too small to consider
covering. Remember, having good
insurance pays. n
Anjo Insurance has three locations in
Antigua: Woods Centre, St John’s; Falmouth
Harbour; and Jolly Harbour.
Email anjo_ins@candw.ag or call
+1 268 480-3050.
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RESTAURANT FEATURE
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ROCKING GOOD FOOD
FRESH FEATURES HELP SHEER ROCKS AND CATHERINE’S CAFÉ REMAIN
THE CRÈME DE LA CRÈME
baked-to-perfection baguettes, fresh
pressed juices, salads, cheeses and more.
Visitors can snap up Rocks’ merchandise,
including the specially-created Coco
Riko clothing line, CDs, towels, aprons
and homeware. This is also the place to
sign up for a monthly subscription for the
Rocks Box, a hand-picked selection of
fine wine.
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The 2019 season has seen a
slew of enticing additions
to excite the palates of Rocks
Groupies.
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t’s one thing to win a fistful of top
accolades; it’s another feat entirely to
hang on to them. The Rocks Group
– behind the award-winning Sheer
Rocks and legendary Catherine’s Café
restaurants – knows that the frequent
introduction of fresh, unique and trendsetting features is key to staying ahead.
Competition just might be the mother of
innovation.
The 2019 season has seen a slew of
enticing additions to excite the palates
of Rocks Groupies. Fans of Catherine’s
Provencal-style fare can now take their
favourite flavours home.
The English Harbour-based eatery’s
new Urchin Atelier sells a variety of
exquisite jarred goodies like Catherine’s
homemade truﬄe mayonnaise, jams,
chutneys, rémoulades and pâtés.
The revamped shop also oﬀers
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Meanwhile, head chef Jack is busy
cooking up a storm at the Pigeon Beach
restaurant seven days a week for lunch,
and dinner from Wednesday to Friday.
On Friday nights he steps things up a

notch with a weekly changing tasting
menu. Jack’s Table is a four-course setprice feast of inspiring dishes, with a
cocktail and canapes.
Wednesday evenings are jazz nights
while on Thursdays moules-frites is the
plat du jour. Asher Otto and the Itchy
Feet band make an appearance every
Saturday from 2pm and beach lovers can
continue to tuck into Catherine’s special
beach menu daily from 10am.
Over on the west coast, Sheer Rocks
– named best restaurant in the Caribbean
by USA Today’s ‘10Best’ – has a new
head chef at the helm. A semi-finalist in
popular British TV show MasterChef:
The Professionals, Seb Merry is looking
forward to infusing his personal flair into
the menu.
Packages are available to spend the
day enjoying Sheer Rocks’ new lower
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deck, complete with private rock pool
and daybed overlooking those famed
Caribbean Sea scenes.
And because music is also the food of
love, guests can expect plenty of top tunes
at Sheer Rocks. There will be a DJ every
Sunday throughout the season from 2pm
to 6pm.
Rocks Group’s reputation wasn’t built
on food alone. They can cater for bespoke
events of any size, from a private dinner
at home to a wedding at either of their
sensational venues. And that’s one more
aspect that keeps this passionate team
firmly ahead of the curve. n
Catherine’s Café at Pigeon Beach, English
Harbour, is open seven days a week for
lunch, and for dinner Wednesdays to
Fridays. Call +1 268 782-5050.
Sheer Rocks at the Cocobay Resort is also
open seven days a week; from noon to 4pm
for lunch, followed by afternoon tapas and a
la carte dinner from 6pm to 9pm.
Call +1 268 464-5283.
Interested in having Rocks Group stage your
event? Email events@sheer-rocks.com or
events@catherines-café.com.
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LIFESTYLE FEATURE

CARLISLE BAY COLLECTION 
AN ARTISTIC ALLIANCE

ns

SUBTITLE

HOW THE LUXURY RESORT’S SUBTLE STYLE AND STRIKING COASTLINE BECAME
THE INSPIRATION FOR ITS VERY OWN SWIM AND BEACHWEAR LINE.

tio

What do you love about Carlisle Bay?
The unspoilt beauty and vibrancy of the
colours. It’s the perfect place to relax,
unwind and, for us, work. When we find
a place that we connect with, the whole
design process just flows.
What aspects of the resort inspired the
pieces you created?
Aside from the beach itself, the chic
décor and beautiful white accents to the
architecture, which we carried through
the white string latticework of the
Carlisle Bay Collection.
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How did the collaboration with Carlisle
Bay come about?
We’re lucky to be constantly travelling
the globe in search of beautiful places and
inspirations. After visiting Carlisle Bay for
the first time, I knew we needed to work
together and showcase the outstanding
natural beauty of the location.

Do you have any favourite pieces?
The nautical-inspired navy range in the
Carlisle Bay Collection has been our best
seller this season.
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ne of few places on earth
where the rainforest meets the
ocean, Carlisle Bay was an easy
choice when the Heidi Klein team were
looking for an idyllic spot for a photo
shoot. That paved the way for an exciting
collaboration between the Antiguan resort
and the leading beachwear brand. Penny
Klein, one half of the international design
duo, gives Luxury Locations Magazine
the inside story on the exquisite Carlisle
Bay Collection.

How does this collection diﬀer from
others you have created in the past?
We move forward with every collection
we create but we often use new colours
and styles in classic, tried and tested
Heidi Klein shapes. For Carlisle Bay we
were inspired to create an entirely new
shape, which features a distinctive squarecut neckline and low back.
What materials and techniques did you
use to suit Antigua’s climate?
The collection is breathable, SPF 50,
durable (sag proof and fade proof ) and
designed to fit perfectly via a seven-stage
fit process, so our wearers know that they
have every base covered on the beach or
in the pool.
How do you like to spend your time
while staying at Carlisle Bay?
The yoga pavilion has to be one of the
most relaxing places in the world to focus
on wellness. We were so lucky to spend
time there. n
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The Carlisle Bay Collection is available from
the Bay Boutique at the Carlisle Bay resort.
Visit www.carlisle-bay.com or call
+1 268 484-0000.
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DAY PASS

y Three course lunch at Indigo or Ottimo

y Afternoon tea
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y Use of the gym, tennis courts and all beach
amenities, including non-motorized water sports

Spend a day in luxury and completely relax at Carlisle
Bay. Enjoy a private transfer* to the resort where you
will be greeted with a refreshing drink and cold towel.
Subsequently, allow us to escort you to your own private
beach lounger with complimentary water and towels.
Unwind in and out of the water and experience the
beauty of the bay with all our non-motorised water sports
on offer: sailing, paddle boarding, canoeing. Afterwards,
try the enticing menu (using only the freshest of local
ingredients) at Indigo on the Beach, an open-air dining
room overlooking white sand and turquoise water, or
alternatively at Ottimo, a pool-side authentic Italian
restaurant with wood fired pizza oven.
After lunch you may want to pop in to the stylish Bay
Boutique and treat yourself to one of our exclusive
designs, alternatively work up a sweat and avail of the
complimentary gym and tennis court facilities, before
heading back to the beach and relaxing throughout the
afternoon. Afternoon tea will be served to your lounger to
complete your blissful day.

$156 per person (inclusive of tax and service)
Upgrade to our

LUXURY DAY PASS
with the follow additional indulgences:
y All beverages by the glass (not including
premium beverages)
y Signature massage at our award-winning Blue
Spa or private tennis coaching session with our
in-house pro
y Carlisle Bay beach bag with VOYA organic
skincare amenities

$470 per person (inclusive of tax and service)
*Private transfers are an additional charge and quote will be
given at booking

Call our reservations team on +1 268 484 000 or email us at
reservations@carlisle-bay.com

FASHION FEATURE
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SLEEK, SOPHISTICATED
AND SPORTY
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NAUTICAL STYLE MEETS CARIBBEAN COOL IN THE CARLISLE BAY COLLECTION
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Exquisitely cut swimwear with an impeccable fit is Heidi Klein’s mantra. The global brand’s Resort 2019 collection
features a line created exclusively for Carlisle Bay available now at the Bay Boutique.

Carlisle Bay Amira Chanderi tunic
– US$155
Embroidery with gold trim

s
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Paired with:
Heidi Klein wide brim beach hat
– US$195
Heidi Klein BT gold bracelet –
US$90
Sofia Capri Cesina sandal –
US$180

s

s

Heidi Klein Carlisle Bay Collection
bikini – US$290
Set: lace square neck top, tie side highwaisted bottom

Carla Grima Atelier Abi trousers
US$383
Bouganvillea – silk satin

Paired with:
Taylor Morris Rollright sunglasses –
US$160
Sunuva sunkissed clutch bag – US$50
Heidi Klein natural wedge – US$195
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Paired with:
Carla Grima Atelier Layla bikini –
US$328
Taylor Morris Invidia – US$160
Sofia Capri Via Cesina glitter wedge
– US$240
Heidi Klein coconut candle – US$58

Visit www.carlisle-bay.com
or call +1 268 484 0000

Love Brand swim shorts – US$150
The Butterfly & The Caterpillar
Paired with:
Love Brand pastel pink classic linen shirt –
US$170
Love Brand logo cap – US$40
SWIMS boat loafer – US$215
IZIPIZI sunglasses – US$40

s

s
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Paired with:
Juliet Dunn cotton swing top with
tassel – US$312
Castellano beach bag – US$135
Castellano bracelet – US$35
Bobbies La Parisien Bleu Amparo
loafers – US$135

All items available from the Bay
Boutique at the Carlisle Bay resort

s

Heidi Klein Carlisle Bay Collection
US$295
Lace back one-piece
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Paired with:
Saigon Shores Velaa Kaftan –
US$120
Castellano Good Vibes bracelet –
US$35
Vilebrequin beach towel – US$80
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Valimare Maui panel bikini –
US$240

Vilebrequin linen shirt
US$225
Caroubis bleu marine
Paired with:
Pandora’s Boxers botanical –
US$42
Vilebrequin chocolate belt –
US$52
Vilebrequin Flint Sunglasses –
US$265
Bobbies Le Magnifique red
loafers – US$140
31
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THE CORK AND BASKET:
INDULGE AT LEISURE

A.S. BRYDEN’S RETAIL OUTLET IS A CORNUCOPIA OF GOURMET GOODNESS
As the retail outlet for distributors
A.S. Bryden & Sons, superlative wines
and spirits are a given. What this unique
spot also oﬀers is an impressive range of
charcuterie meats, seafood, olives, cheeses
and more.
Since opening in December 2016, the
Cork and Basket has been a go-to spot
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ou don’t have to be a connoisseur
to appreciate the Cork and
Basket’s globetrotting gastronomic
goodies – but you may feel like one by the
time you leave. From the finest French
wines to the delights of the deli, the
Falmouth Harbour-based store oﬀers a
feast for the senses all under one roof.
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for yacht crews and local residents alike.
“We have a great collection of wines
from Bordeaux, Burgundy and Provence,
plus Champagne, some New World wines
and many more,” says store manager
Diedy Minors.
“Our mix and match oﬀer on wines
and spirits allows customers to choose any

The Cork and Basket store and café are
open Monday to Thursday from 8.30am to
6pm, and until 10pm on Fridays. Saturday
opening hours are 9am to 4pm.
Visit www.corkandbasket.com or call
+1 268 462-0363.
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six or 12 bottles at a discounted rate.”
A great place to enjoy them is
right outside at the Cork and Basket’s
European-style pavement café
overlooking the harbour.
“Guests are welcome to come with
friends, buy a bottle at retail price
and enjoy a nice glass of wine and a
charcuterie plate with us. On Friday
nights we have music playing outdoors
and are open until 10pm,” Diedy says.
“We also have Italian Lavazza coﬀee
and a superb selection of gourmet foods
including locally made pies and pâtés.”
And if you’re looking to treat a special
client, customer or employee, the Cork
and Basket’s custom-created gift baskets
must just be the perfect way to show your
gratitude. n
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DINING OUT
SOUTH POINT
STYLE
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FEATURE

THE BOUTIQUE HOTEL WITH A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

S

The new season’s menu features a
wealth of enticing creations like Japanese
tataki with a choice of black Angus beef
or yellowfin tuna, Barbuda grilled lobster,
fire-roasted New Zealand rack of lamb,
plus piquant salads, sushi and sweets.
Imagination has been equally infused
into the liquid oﬀerings. The inventive
cocktails change with the seasons to
include local flavours such as sorrel and
soursop, alongside a carefully curated
international wine list.
A personal touch also sets South
Point apart, evidenced in the attentive
but non-intrusive service. And the added
extras too, like the valet parking, a nod to
the resort’s Miami vibe. The retractable
roof, which can be drawn back to bathe
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ubtle style and a cool urban flair may
have given South Point restaurant
its edge, but there’s nothing muted
about the flavours. And where good chefs
lead, discerning gastronomes will follow.
The chic resort, which fringes the
English Harbour coastline, has garnered
legions of fans from across the globe
since opening in late 2012. Its culinary
virtuosos serve up an eclectic mix of
Asian, Mediterranean and Middle
Eastern dishes to suit its cosmopolitan
clientele.
Here, against the backdrop of
Falmouth Harbour with its jade waters
and ambling yachts, the focus is on
quality farm-to-table ingredients, skilfully
prepared and presented.
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diners in sunshine, is another.
The easygoing atmosphere is in
keeping with South Point’s position in
the heart of this age-old sailing locale.
Indeed, diners who prefer to travel by
water can pull their boats, dinghies and
paddle boards right up to the restaurant
deck.
Throughout the resort, the mood of
pared-down elegance pervades. Each
of the 23 suites has been impeccably
styled in clean, contemporary lines and
neutral tones, complemented by high-end
European fixtures and furnishings.
All units are available for purchase,
to be managed by the hotel’s scrupulous
35
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South Point’s restaurant is open for
continental breakfast, lunch and
dinner seven days a week,
from 7.30am to 10.30pm.
Visit www.southpointantigua.com or
call +1 268 562-9600.
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team. They have either one or two
bedrooms, along with a fully-fitted
kitchen, lounge and private terrace with
striking ocean views. South Point’s
properties are approved under the
country’s citizenship by investment
scheme, which means buyers are entitled
to apply for an Antigua & Barbuda
passport.
Vacationers will continue to rave
about English Harbour’s abundant
activities, easily accessible on foot, but it
is South Point’s eﬀortless panache, staﬀ
that consistently go the extra mile and the
‘best food on island’ that have earned it a
TripAdvisor certificate of excellence.
Or, as one reviewer put it, it’s a place
that ‘oozes hip and cool, from top to
bottom’. n
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JetSkiAntigua.com
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Explore Antigua’s breathtaking coastline on a guided jet ski tour.
Just a 10 minute taxi ride from St. Johns port, Real Paradise Jet Ski Tours
provides a one of a kind adventure for those seeking a unique experience!

Bookings@RealParadiseAntigua.com

+1 (268)-770-7157

jetskiantigua

www.jetskiantigua.com

LIFESTYLE

MIDAS TOUCH
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Handbags, fragrance and sparklers all feature in this
hand-picked selection of luxuries for the island’s hippest,
most stylish ladies.
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THE LUXE LIST
 FOR HER

Necklace US$3250, ring US$2255, earrings US$1585

Traditional craftsmanship meets contemporary style in each
one of Marco Bicego’s striking handmade 18k gold pieces.
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Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Call +1 268 462-3107.

MINIATURE
MEMENTOS
US$20 each

These fun nautical-inspired boxes
don’t just make an interesting
ornament, they’re the perfect place
to store your special keepsakes too.
Available at Silver Chelles in
Redcliﬀe Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 789-2662.
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UNIQUE TOTE
US$135

Annalea Mills’ bespoke handbags
are lovingly crafted from
the finest Italian leather and
incorporate the ambience of
the Caribbean. We adore this
tasseled oversized clutch in sleek
monochrome tones.
Available at Annalea Mills’ studio
in Falmouth Harbour.
Call +1 268 788-1445.

SEASIDE ALLURE

US$75

Price based on diamond choice
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This resplendent bracelet can be found among the stunning array
of designer items awaiting you at Diamonds International Antigua.
Infused with just the right amount of sparkle, it’s an impeccable
complement to your couture.
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BRIGHT LIKE DIAMONDS
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Multi-hued abalone shell makes
this exquisite stingray pendant a
showstopper. Handcrafted from
sterling silver, its iridescence catches
the light to reflect the colours of the
Caribbean Sea.
Available at Silver Chelles in Redcliﬀe
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 789-2662.

Available at Diamonds International in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 481-1880.

BEDAZZLE THE BEACH
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Top US$69, bottom US$66

Embrace your playful side in this sexy yet stylish bikini from Colombian
swimwear brand Entreaguas. Move over Shakira, these hips don’t lie.
Available at Island Beach Bums in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-8961.

DARING DEMEANOUR
US$651

Combining urban elegance with an audacious design, Longchamp’s pythonstyle hobo bag is just the ticket for keeping necessities close at hand. Glossy
calf leather has been embossed with lush patterns to appeal to the adventurous
lady with a rebellious spirit.
Available from Longchamp in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-5301.

ISLAND CHIC
US$144

Island-style tropical print in a cool culottes
onesie – this eﬀortlessly cool garment
from Jams World takes fun-loving ladies
seamlessly from laidback daywear to voguish
evening.
Available at Island Beach Bums in Heritage
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-8961.
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THE LUXE LIST 
FOR HIM
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From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island to find the
coolest, sexiest and most stylish items, exclusively for gents.
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LIFESTYLE

SUBTLE STATEMENT

Necklace US$575, ring US$395, cuﬄinks US$350
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John Hardy’s inimitable style is epitomised in this trio of
exquisite pieces to complement any attire. The sterling silver
necklace, ring and cuﬄinks are as bold and stylish as the
man they adorn.
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Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107
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FRAGRANT FLOURISH
US$83 for 100ml bottle

This elegant woody scent blends top notes of jasmine and rose with base
tones of cedar, cashmere and musk. Boucheron Quatre Pour Homme’s
long-lasting cologne has the staying power to match the man about town.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

CUTTING EDGE
Price US$85

Entangled fishing line is no match
for the giant Cressi scuba-diving
knife crafted from the highest quality
materials to ensure durability. The
handle is coated with soft rubbery
polymer for extra comfort. Now go
rescue those sea turtles!
Available from Aqua Sports in Heritage
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3474.
40

CUSTOM CREATED
US$80

Don’t risk turning up in the same shirt as your buddy. Professional local cartoonist
Guava De Artist can create you your very own Tee in his signature street art style.
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Available via GuavaDeArtist Facebook page or by calling +1 268 728-1280.
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DASHINGLY DEBONAIR
Belt and wallet US$137 each

Functionality meets urbane style in this smooth cowhide wallet with
expertly optimised interior layouts designed for active gents. The grained
leather belt is embellished with the famed Longchamp rider and has a
timeless classic appeal.
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Available at Longchamp in Heritage Quay, St John’s. Call +1 268 562-5301.

BON VOYAGE
US$491
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Handy as a suitcase on wheels and
flexible as a travel bag, this expandable
Boxford travel case is an indispensable
companion for longer trips. Sober,
distinctive and refined, the double-tone
canvas is embellished with Russian
leather trim.
Available from Longchamp in Heritage
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 562-5301.

PLAY FOR TIME
US$150

Put your grey matter – and your luck – to the test with a round or
two of childhood staple backgammon. This beautifully crafted set
from Antigua-based designer Annalea Mills comes with a handy
pouch that rolls up for travel. Definitely a hand luggage essential.
Available at Annalea Mills’ studio in Falmouth Harbour.
Call +1 268 788-1445.

ALWAYS THE SUN
Price US$35

Eternal sunshine is great for the Vitamin D levels, not so much for our
skin. Safeguard yours while out on the water with this funky flag-flying
shirt made from fast-drying fabric with in-built 30 UPF protection.
Available at Aqua Sports in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3474.
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LIFESTYLE

CARL F.
BUCHERER
PATRAVI
SCUBATEC

FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT
CLASSIC
WORLDTIMER

US$9,800

With a stainless steel case and
navy dial, the Worldtimer’s
legibility and ease of use
have made it one of the
best examples of the brand’s
commitment to accessible
luxury.
Available at Abbott’s Jewellery
& Perfumery in Heritage Quay,
St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.
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This distinctive timepiece
in 18k rose gold bezel with
rubber strap is extremely
robust, guarantees perfect
readability and is water
resistant to 500 metres.
Available at Abbott’s
Jewellery & Perfumery in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

US$4,195

AHEAD OF
THE TIMES
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Classic timepieces with cutting-edge technology

WENGER METROPOLITAN
DONNISSIMA
US$150

Bold yet elegant, the Metropolitan
Donnissima embraces modern femininity.
The textured dial gives it an ageless pearl
eﬀect, while the simple roman numerals
provide a minimalist look.
Available at Diamonds International in Heritage
Quay, St John’s. Call +1 268 481-1880.
42

OMEGA
SPEEDMASTER
MOONPHASE
US$10,700

As well as beautifully
measuring every moment
on Earth, this collection
follows the phases of the
moon – suiting for the first
watch ever worn on the
lunar surface.
Available at Abbott’s
Jewellery & Perfumery in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 462-3107.

LONGINES
DOLCEVITA

US$4,300

LONGINES MASTER
COLLECTION
RETROGRADE
US$3,550

This stylish piece doesn’t just boast sleek
lines and a self-winding movement, it also
has avant-garde mechanics and unrivalled
elegance.
Available at Diamonds International in Heritage
Quay, St John’s. Call +1 268 481-1880.

The distinctive
rectangular casing is
complemented with the
use of gold, diamonds
and sapphire crystal
to create a waterresistant and refined
chronometer.
Available at Diamonds
International in Heritage
Quay, St John’s.
Call +1 268 481-1880.

LIFESTYLE

John Hardy Dot collection
ring with freshwater pearl
and pavé diamonds

John Hardy 18k gold bamboo
design ring with pavé diamonds

US$4,600

ns

US$1,395

John Hardy sterling silver
bamboo necklace with onyx link

tio

John Hardy sterling silver
versatile necklace

US$2,695
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US$2,495

JOHN HARDY:
EXQUISITELY HANDMADE
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Techniques used by traditional Balinese artisans are interwoven with contemporary concepts and
sustainably sourced materials to create these stunning pieces from luxury jewellery brand John Hardy.
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All items available at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s. Call +1 268 462-3107.

John Hardy sterling
silver and 18k gold cuﬀ

US$1,750

John Hardy sterling silver
and 18k gold pear-shaped
naga earrings

US$650

John Hardy sterling silver naga
cuﬀ with black sapphire, black
spinel and blue sapphire eyes

US$1,795

John Hardy wave
hammered 18k gold
and sterling silver
drop earrings

US$795
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With stunning views over Falmouth Harbour, this bustling, long-running cafe
has a full bar, table seating, indoor sports screen and a lounge area with low
sofas and easy chairs. Your friendly hosts Vanessa and Ton offer a simple menu
inspired by their Dutch roots, with a smattering of Mediterranean influences
at consistently excellent quality. Only the freshest ingredients and seasonal
vegetables are used to create tasty, colourful dishes. Cloggy’s is perfect for a
stolen lunch break, lazy afternoon on the gallery watching the world go by
or an indulgent evening lingering over excellent food and chilled wine. We
specialise in excellent wines, beers, fresh juices and 100% fruit smoothies.

ns

EuropEan hospitality with a
CaribbEan twist

Don’t miss our Sunday brunch from 12pm–4.30pm
Open Tuesdays to Saturdays for lunch and Wednesday to Saturday for dinner. Closed June to late August.
CLOGGY’S CAFÉ, ANTIGUA YACHT CLUB MARINA BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR

• CLOGGYSCAFE@YAHOO.COM
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Call (+268) 460-6910 / 764-8083

gourmet deli-café · sushi bar · neapolitan pizza ·
homemade gelato · awesome salads · premium bar

royal palm place · friars hill road
mon-sat 7am-9:30pm
tel: +1 268 480 6940
www.thelarderantigua.com
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FISHING FEATURE

BEST IN THE WEST REELS IN
A MIGHTY CATCH
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nglers and onlookers turned out
for the 15th annual Best in the
West fishing competition which
has grown from humble beginnings to a
lynchpin of Antigua’s sporting calendar.
Participants vie for the biggest catch
of wahoo, mahi mahi, kingfish and tuna.
After some damp weather at the
beginning, the 14 boats and their crew
put their lines in the water from 5am. The
sun made an appearance a little later on
and all boats were docked back in Jolly
Harbour by 3.30pm for the weigh-in and
some well-deserved beer and a barbecue.
Winning captain Dr Jason Belizaire
braved the early morning elements to
make the 30-mile trip to South Bank
but was rewarded with a massive haul of
almost 450 pounds of fish. The largest
wahoo, tipping the scales at a whopping
62.6 pounds, was caught by junior angler
Marcus Lawrence. n
Photos by Amanda Hall
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Italian waterfront restaurant, Jolly Harbour
Italian waterfront restaurant, Jolly Harbour

Once you
you discover
discover us
us you
you will
will never
never want
want to
to leave
leave
Once
Fun, friendly atmosphere with great food, cocktails and music
Fun, friendly atmosphere with great food, cocktails and music

Open 7 days a week from 5pm. Call for reservations +1 (268) 562 7848
Open
7 days a week from 5pm. Call for reservations +1 (268) 562 7848
Weekly Events...
Monday
Weekly
Music byEvents...
1761
Monday
Music by 1761

Luxury Locations Issue 14 LIVE.indd 71

Tuesday
Buy 1 get 1 FREE pizza!
Tuesday
Buy 1 get 1 FREE pizza!

Thursday
All you can eat pasta buffet
Thursday
All you can eat pasta buffet

See us on Facebook:
ALPORTOITALIANRESTAURANT
See us on Facebook:
ALPORTOITALIANRESTAURANT
27/05/2018 23:56
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ADVERTORIAL

PREMIER CRU: KEEPING
YOU IN FINE SPIRITS

F

ruit-forward, densely-layered or
a spicy finish? If wine labels have
you reaching for the idiot’s guide,
Premier Cru’s tasting boxes of quality
vino just might be the solution.
The company’s expert team have
put together a series of convenient
handpicked collections that take the
hard work out of rolling up to a function
armed with the appropriate plonk.
‘Juicy BBQ Reds’ comprise a hearty
assortment of six bottles to complement
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meat dishes and smoky flavours. ‘Think
Pink’ is a selection of light, refreshing rosés,
perfect for warm weather and designed to
accompany dishes from salads to seafood.
There’s also ‘Al Fresco Whites’ featuring
lauded bottles from France, Italy and New
Zealand, while the ‘Perfect Mix’ includes
crisp whites, full-bodied reds and prosecco.
Premier Cru is a subsidiary of Premier
Beverages and Antigua Distillery behind
the world-famous English Harbour Rum.
As the exclusive distributor of Absolut
Vodka, Chivas Regal Scotch Whiskey
and Beefeater Gin to name a few, its three
stores oﬀer an unrivalled variety of fine
wines, quality brand liquors, beers, soft
drinks and cigars.
The Friar’s Hill Road branch has an
extensive collection of top-shelf liquors,
while the English Harbour outlet boasts
an abundance of exclusive wines, plus
organic and biodynamic kinds. The longrunning company’s wine master Christian
Graveleau is a regular visitor to wineries
across the globe to ensure aficionados
back home can sample the finest and
most interesting bottles. Exclusive tasting
events – either in store or in the privacy
of your own home – are one more way
patrons can sample new and special finds.
Travellers will discover a host of
duty-free exclusives at Premier Cru’s
outlet in the departure area of VC
Bird International Airport, along with
Caribbean rums, fine cognacs, local rum
cakes and Cuban cigars.
And whether you’re picky about your
liquor, want to get savvy with sauvignon or
just pressed for time, the recent addition
of Premier Cru’s online store means you
can now place an order at the click of a
mouse and have it delivered within one
business day direct to your door. n
Visit www.premiercru.biz for
more information about
products, special oﬀers
and tasting events or
to place an order
online.
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FEATURE

HAVING A RUM TIME IN THE CARIBBEAN

“Rum is finally being recognised
as a unique, versatile alcohol
and more and more distilleries
are opening up.”

Once one of the biggest suppliers of
sugar in the Caribbean, Antigua has been
firmly in on the act for several hundred
years. These days, that legacy is epitomised
in the country’s signature and multi

ry
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award-winning English Harbour Rum.
Its production is a technical art involving
authentic copper stills at Antigua
Distillery, which was formed in 1932
from an amalgamation of independent
rum shops.
Most of the world’s rum still comes
from the Caribbean, along with Latin
America, and practically every island
produces its own brand. If you’re
lucky enough to be oﬀered a snifter of
Angostura single barrel reserve from
Trinidad & Tobago at Papa Zouk,
consider this an honour. It’s the best in
the region, Bert reckons.
The German-born proprietor prides
himself on his globe-spanning bottles
which also hail from Papua New Guinea,
Madagascar, La Reunion, India and
Thailand. The closer to home creations
include an entire section devoted to
handmade ones from Dominica, infused
with lemongrass, coco and coﬀee and
contained in recycled jam jars.
In tribute to the island’s rich history
of homebrewed rums Bert has even
devised a couple of his own, like the ‘Ti
Punch’ he makes from cooking sugarcane
into molasses and adding lime.
Almost 20 years since it first opened,
Papa Zouk’s restaurant and bar ¬– or as
Bert puts it, “a rum shop that also serves
food” – has become an island institution.
“I started this collection 18 years ago
when the renaissance was just starting up.
Everyone thought I was crazy spending
so much money on rum,” he recalls. “But
I had a hunch and it developed in exactly
the way I thought it would.
“Rum is finally being recognised
as a unique, versatile alcohol and more
and more distilleries are opening up. It’s
cheaper than other spirits too. The best
cognac can be US$2,500 a bottle; the best
rum is closer to US$200 – and it can beat
the cognac any day,” he asserts.

tio

Rum may have its roots in the region’s
slavery-era sugar plantations which
produced what was then Britain’s most
valuable commodity export. But it’s
undergone a major renaissance in the last
decade and now top-shelf varieties vie
for space with their cognac and whisky
counterparts in the bars of the world’s
finest hotels and restaurants.
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on’t even think about ordering
the vintage 1952 Martinique
rum if you happen to pay a visit
to Papa Zouk. Bert Kirchner, aﬀable
owner of what is arguably Antigua’s last
genuine rum shop, won’t let you drink it.
Unless you can prove you’re a
connoisseur of the highest distinction,
this particular variety is strictly not for
sale. Happily, as many as 200 other brands
are. And every single one is available in a
traditional cobbler glass (what else?) and
served with a smile and the story of its
origin.
Papa Zouk is a blink-and-you’llmiss-it sort of place found on a quiet
residential road oﬀ Dickenson Bay Street.
With wooden shutters and picnic-style
tables adorned in national fabric, it’s as
unassuming as the origins of the liquor
which inspired it.

ns

SPIRIT OF THE ISLANDS

Almost four centuries since the first
Caribbean rum was imbibed, most of the
region’s sugar plantations have closed for
good. But the liquor remains a flagship
export and a staple of every social event.
Locally, rum’s status as a prerequisite
for everything from birthday bashes to
Christmas is embodied at Papa Zouk.
“Papa Zouk’s namesake taught me life
should be about choosing happiness, not
chasing the buck,” Bert remarks. “He was
deaf and dumb but would always dance
to Zouk [French Antillean] music; he
must have felt the vibration. He was the
happiest person I ever knew.”
Rum’s most special quality might just
be its ability to unite. “Everyone comes
here, from the Prime Minister to the
downtrodden,” Bert adds. “Rum brings
people together – and great friendships
emerge.” n
By Gemma Handy

ADVERTORIAL
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The world’s oldest distilled drink,
rum is said to have been discovered by
plantation slaves who found that molasses
could be fermented. The first commercial
variety originated in Barbados in the
1630s.
“Caribbean Rum is unique,” says Vaughn
Renwick, of the West Indies Rum &
Spirits Producers’ Association. “No other
spirit can boast such a rich and diverse
heritage.”
Bert agrees. “I don’t think any other
alcohol beverage has more variety in
taste,” he says. “Not only do you have
rums made from molasses, you also have
sugarcane rum, or ‘rhum agricole’. And
then when they age in the barrels they
have a wide variation in tastes. You can
add specific notes too, like a woody, spiced
or vanilla flavour. You don’t have that with
gin or whisky.”
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PIER 10 

KEEPING LUNCH LOCAL AND LUSCIOUS
Sample authentic Antiguan Creole cuisine in the heart of St John’s. Pier
10 – the sister restaurant to Runway 10 – is open for lunch Monday to
Saturday from 11.30am to 3pm. Tuck into delicious local delights like
red bean rice, barbecued chicken, saltfish cakes, fresh fish and quiches.
A full salad bar, a mouth-watering array of desserts and fresh local fruit
drinks can also be found at this popular spot in Heritage Quay. Pier 10
also caters to small meetings. Internet lounge is open weekends. n
Call +1 268 561 8085.

RUNWAY 10 IS MUSIC TO
THE EARS OF FOODIES
Whether it’s the sumptuous Sunday brunch with the Two Stroke
Band – or Thursday night’s tantalising barbecue spread and
the sweet sounds of reggae singer Zambai – Runway 10 oﬀers
consistently top notch fare with live music and a serene setting.
Dishes are cooked fresh and comprise a surf and turf, and garden
menu of delectable dishes. Runway 10 in Burma Road is open
Thursdays for dinner from 7.30pm to midnight, and Sundays
from 11.30am to 2.30pm. n
51
Call +1 268 562 8523.

FEATURE

collaboration, freelancing or just catching
up with emails on the fly.
Waiter service is available during the
day at the touch of a button. And that’s
lucky with NOMAD’s tantalising aromas
just a few steps away. n

ith culinary backgrounds as
diverse as London, Dubai
and Antigua, it’s little wonder
the dynamic duo behind the NOMAD
concept have an equally sundry and
innovative menu too.
Since the hip new spot opened in
September, foodies have been indulging
their palates with dishes as intriguing
as goat cheese nougat, Creole-style
spicy boudin, and fragrant Thai seafood
coconut soup.
But actually, the fresh, unique feel
to this superbly located eatery in West
Indies Oil Road is a tour de force before
one even sits down. The exquisite décor –
the hand of distinguished local designer
Charmaine Werth – is a synthesis of
playful retro elements, bold pops of
colour, and a cool airy ambience.
That, and the perceptive service, lend
themselves perfectly to grabbing a bite on
the go and kicking back with some fine
wine for a more leisurely aﬀair alike.
Karine Pecquet-Vidal and Anthony
Severin bring five decades’ collective
experience in hospitality to Antigua’s
dining and social scene. Having been
instrumental in the launch of several
successful local businesses, they have now

NOMAD is open 9am to 9pm Mondays
to Thursdays for breakfast, lunch and
tapas, and from 9am to 10pm Fridays and
Saturdays for dinner too. Closed Sundays.
Email info@nomad-antigua.com, call +1
268 562-9353 or WhatsApp 729-3939
or 717-1715. Follow us on Facebook:
NOMAD Antigua
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joined forces professionally as co-owners
of NOMAD.
Paris-born Karine says the name is in
tribute to the restaurant’s globe-trotting
vibe and the diversity of its cuisine and
clientele. “The atmosphere and the design
make it quite diﬀerent to anywhere
else found on island,” she tells Luxury
Locations Magazine.
“The set-up is beautiful and people
are already loving our food. The dishes
are globally-influenced with flavours
from the US, France, Spain, Asia and the
Caribbean.”
Anthony, from Dominica, has been a
private chef at the ultra-exclusive Jumby
Bay resort for over a decade and his
exacting standards are evidenced in the
attention to detail behind the scenes.
“We open every morning, six days a
week, for breakfast with great coﬀee and
pastries, all the way through to evening,”
Karine adds.
One more aspect that sets NOMAD
firmly apart is the co-working café
on the second floor. This quiet area,
complete with fast fibre-optic internet,
an open-plan desked area and two private
meeting rooms, oﬀers a refreshing break
from the traditional oﬃce for creative
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NOMAD: GLOBETROTTING
VIBE AT ANTIGUA’S HIPPEST
NEW SPOT

Photos by Yensa Werth
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ANCIENT BEAUTY SECRETS FOR
MODERN TIMES
“Healthy, purified skin, loaded with
vitamins and minerals, is a gift fit for a
king,” says Mary Wilkinson, creator of
Elements Antigua products, the signature
line of the Powder Room Spa in Nelson’s
Dockyard.
“The serum is deeply rejuvenating, with
antibacterial and antioxidant properties.
These three ingredients are just the
beginning of the healing forces of the
Three Wise Men, which includes other
oils of the ancients like pomegranate and
turmeric oil, highly touted for reducing
free radicals and promoting new cell
growth.”
Cleopatra was believed to have
achieved her radiant complexion by
wearing pure gold on her face. Gold is
said to help transport oxygen molecules
into the skin to boost cell renewal, while
frankincense may improve its tone and
elasticity. Myrrh’s antioxidant qualities
are believed to elevate white blood cells
around stretch marks, abrasions and scars
to stimulate healing.
Mary has personally conceptualised
and handmade all her products, which are
available online as well as at the spa itself.
Like all of her oﬀerings, her popular ‘Yacht
and Villa’ collection – featuring the four
essentials of shampoo, conditioner, bodywash and lotion packed in small handysized bottles – contains absolutely nothing
nature didn’t intend.
The latest addition of hemp oil into the
collection is both a “sustainable choice and
a hot ingredient” in today’s cosmetic and
beauty world, Mary says. In fact, hemp has
long been recognised as a nutritionallyrich substance with some tracing its use
all the way back to 8,000 BC. Packed with
essential fatty acids, vitamin E and UVfighting linoleic acid, cold-pressed hemp
oil can plump the look of your skin, while
firming, tightening and moisturising.
Whether wishing to sample Mary’s
creations beforehand – or immerse oneself
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ANTIGUA

nourish • revitalize • heal
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rom bathing in donkey milk to face
masks of raw veal, history relays no
shortage of weird and wonderful
beauty regimens our ancestors swore by.
And while many are perhaps best confined
to days gone by, there are a few that have
stood the test of time.
When the Three Wise Men bestowed
their gifts of gold, frankincense and
myrrh, clearly they knew something we
didn’t. This trio of oﬀerings not only packs
a health punch, it is also credited with
regenerating skin cells, banishing wrinkles
and fading scars.
The fact that they are also available on
island – contained within the divine Three
Wise Men serum by Elements Antigua –
is one more epiphany.
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ELEMENTS ANTIGUA: THE ALLNATURAL PRODUCTS YOUR BODY WILL LOVE YOU FOR

in some additional R&R – the Powder
Room Spa oﬀers a range of revitalising
experiences of its own.
Fresh food facials, hot stone, deep
tissue and other massages, along with
manicures and pedicures, are just some.
The signature exfoliating and nutrientloaded body treatment, which promises to
replenish the skin “to a porcelain finish”,
might just be the piece de resistance for
health, wellness and beauty that is truly
timeless. n
The Powder Room Spa is located at
Gun Powder House, Boom Restaurant,
Nelson’s Dockyard, English Harbour.
Visit www.elementsantigua.com, email
thepowderroomspaantigua@gmail.com or
call +1 268 788-0149.
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VEGAN DINING
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CAMBUSA:
SICILIAN
VEGETABLE
TOWER
Age-old Italian
techniques – and a secret
family recipe – have
been used to marinate,
steam and grill fresh
vegetables, tofu and
pistachio to a finish
that’s both crispy and
mouth-wateringly moist.
Call +1 268 562-2226
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It’s not just the animals who will thank you. Shunning meat, fish and dairy could mean a healthier
body and cleaner planet too. Luckily, Antigua’s restaurateurs are well in on the act. Here’s our guide
to the best plant-based dishes found on island.

s BOOM: ROASTED BUTTERNUT SQUASH,
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LE BISTRO:
COCONUT
VEGETABLE
CURRY
Ooh la la, Le
Bistro’s sweet potato,
chickpea and spinach
coconut curry might
just be heaven on
a plate. Deliciously
infused with fresh
ginger, turmeric and
coriander.
Call +1 268 462-3881

s

POMEGRANATE, QUINOA SALAD
Butternut squash, quinoa, vegetable stock, olive oil,
pomegranate seeds, dried cranberries, scallions, parsley,
pumpkin seeds and a balsamic glaze.
Call +1 268 460-1027

s JACQUI O’S: RICE NOODLE STIRFRY

s

Rice noodles give this classic comfort dish a twist. Seasonal vegetables like
squash, grated carrot and sweet peppers add colour, flavour and texture.
Call +1 268 562-2218
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CATHERINE’S CAFÉ: SALADE
SUPERALIMENT
With quinoa and toasted seeds, this
feisty little feast of vegan heaven,
topped with avocado, packs a protein
punch too. Super food indeed.
Call +1 268 460-5050
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PILLARS: BUTTERNUT SQUASH AND COUSCOUS SALAD
Couscous: so good they named it twice. Pillars’ take on the North African
staple features roasted butternut squash, Brussels sprouts, tomatoes,
cilantro and mint. It’s garnished with pumpkin seeds and served on a bed
of sautéed spinach.
Call +1 268 460-1027
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NOMAD: MARINATED TOFU
WRAP
Antigua’s newest dining spot oﬀers several
meat-free options. We love this sesame
and soy-marinated tofu wrap with scallions
and stir-fried veg, cooked to perfection
and served with a crisp side salad.
Call +1 268 562-9353

CLUB HOUSE: VEGGIE SUSHI COMBO
With so many veggie dishes to choose from at Club House, this winning combo
allows you to sample five in one go. Avocado and cucumber maki is served up
with a veggie tempura roll, agedashi tofu, edamame beans and a seaweed salad.
Call +1 268 562-8512

s
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RUNWAY 10: VEGAN PLATTERS
Quintessential Antiguan fare gets a vegan
revamp at Runway 10. The eatery’s meatand dairy-free platters include local delights
like fried plantain salad with roasted
eggplant and avocado, plus chickpeas for a
protein fix.
Call +1 268 562-8523

s
TOULOULOU: PUMPKIN SOUP
Touloulou’s impossibly smooth and piquant
pumpkin soup features a hint of ginger and
is topped with a swirl of vegan-friendly
coconut cream. Perfect for warming winter
nourishment.
Call +1 268 562-8778
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BEACH CHIC AT ANA’S
ANTIGUA’S MOST ELEGANT SEAFRONT SPOT

From its sublime location on the powder soft sand of Dickenson Bay, the only thing to rival the
setting is the food. Ana’s has become synonymous with style, finesse and the finest cuisine.
OH L’AMOUR  TYING THE KNOT AT

DON’T COUNT YOUR YEARS, MAKE

FOOD FOR THE SOUL

ANA’S

YOUR YEARS COUNT

ry

COOKING WITH LOVE PROVIDES

An establishment that made its name
on love oﬀers plenty to go around. Ana’s
‘love is in the air’ tagline is all the more
apt now starry-eyed couples can stage
their nuptials here too. And what could
be more romantic for your ceremony
or reception than the million-dollar
views from the sand, al fresco gallery or
air-conditioned comfort of the Orchid
Room?
Ana’s owner Maria Britto promises
that her team’s experience and
professionalism will take the stress out of
planning the big day and “help create the
vision of your dreams”.

LIFE IS BETTER AT THE BEACH

THE EARTH WITHOUT ART IS JUST ‘EH’

Ana’s beachfront cabanas, set out on
its immaculately styled verandah, were
designed for the most leisurely of
lunches. With that in mind, Ana’s day
passes give guests the chance to kick
back in the comfy, stylish surrounds for
as long as they like – all while enjoying
the restaurant’s sublime fare, premium
attendance and first-rate facilities.

From the eye-catching collection of Ana’s
art gallery to its upbeat and sophisticated
events, Ana’s oﬀers a feast for all the
senses. The vibrant art pieces include an
abundance of striking works by talented
local artists, plus several by acclaimed
international painters and sculptors.

Lu
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As Ana’s discerning foodies will testify,
a restaurant that consistently excites and
enchants the palate is a rare find. The
elegant eatery’s Mediterranean-inspired
menu, infused with Caribbean flavours,
is constantly evolving. Its talented team
of young vibrant chefs say a generous
helping of love is the secret ingredient to
every exquisitely presented dish.
From the freshest seafood and
handmade pastas, to delicacies like escargots,
a sumptuous selection of cold plates,
carpaccio and salads, and heartier favourites
like roasted rack of lamb and flavour-filled
curries, this is food for the soul.
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Ana’s team prides itself on giving guests
the warmest of welcomes and making
newcomers feel like family. And they
know that when it comes to birthdays,
everyone likes to feel extra special.
Whether it’s a blowout for a sweet 16,
flirty 30 or sprightly 70, guests can opt
for the delicious a la carte oﬀerings or a
tailored menu to suit, and the restaurant
can also provide entertainment, a cake if
required, and a photographer to capture
every moment of your day.
Whether one opts for toes in the sand
or the chic interior, guests are guaranteed
a unique ambience and Ana’s renowned
personal service. n
Visit www.anas.ag or call
+1 268 562-8562 for
information and
reservations.
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INTERIORS

1. Italian Para Tempotest outdoor
cushions from US$75
2. Italian Para Tempotest outdoor fabric
from US$71 per yard
3. Carved wooden lamp US$194
4. San Marco hand painted plate US$85
5. Ceramic aqua candle holder US$119
6. White driftwood candle holder
US$22
7. Trays US$45
8. Acrylic Blue Pitcher US$93
9. Acrylic glasses US$27
10. Hand woven baskets US$71
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All available at El Caribe Décor,
Donovans. Call +1 268 462-8890.
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1. Chesterfield grey sofa US$2486.79
2. Wingback grey chair US$925
3. Blankets grey and peach US$143.21 each
4. Round coﬀee table US$1277.80
5. Bull US$126.10
6. Mirror US$239.56
7. Bowl US$202.73

ns

Available at the Gazebo, Friars Hill Road. Call +1 268 460-2776.
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IDEAS TO INSPIRE
INTERIORS

IS YOUR LOUNGE OR BEDROOM IN NEED OF A LITTLE TLC? FROM BESPOKE ARTWORK TO
HANDCRAFTED MIRRORS, EYECATCHING LAMPS AND STANDOUT FABRICS WE SCOURED THE
ISLAND TO FIND THE BEST PIECES TO ENHANCE YOUR HOME.

8

8. King four poster Madura bed US$1990.17
9. Cushions US$70 to US$78
10. Black design plates US$40.50
11. White table candle lantern US$155
12. Vases US$44.26 to US$72.53

Corba outdoor chair US$463.13
Palm leaf cushion US$70.30

Small vase US$44.26, medium vase
US$127.96, large vase US$72.53
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INTERIORS

1.
1. Beach bean bags from US$180
Available at Lazy Bones, the Cotton
House, Piccadilly. Call +1 268 732 3771.

tio
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2. Brown cone hanging light US$30
3. Black hanging light US$98
4. Hunter fan US$285
5. Metal lamp US$539
6. Metal hanging light US$106

7. Archipelago Lucia all weather resin
wicker furniture from US$500
8. San Marco hand painted ceramic
lamps from US$447
Available at El Caribe Décor, Donovans.
Call +1 268 462-8890.

4.

2.
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Available at Lighting Expo, Sir George
Walter Highway. Call +1 268 562-4988.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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INTERIORS

9. Bespoke handmade driftwood mirrors

ns

Available from Melanie Letby. Call +1 268
728-7208.
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EL CARIBE DECOR

FOR ALL YOUR INTERIOR DESIGN NEEDS
Furnishings • Fabrics • Fragrances • Accessories • And more...
Tel: +268

462-8890 •

Email: elcaribdecor@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/elcaribedecor

www.instagram.com/elcaribedecor

INTERIORS
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PAINTINGS BY GILLY
GOBINET
1. Nala acrylic on canvas panel
US$500
2. Blue Shingles acrylic on
canvas panel US$1300

Lu
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PAINTINGS BY
GUAVADEARTIST
3. Bootyfulwave 35x57
inches acrylic on canvas
US$1200
4. Congodandy 35x57
inches acrylic on canvas
US$2400

Available via
GuavaDeArtist
Facebook page.
Call +1 268 728-1280.
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4

Available at Gilly Gobinet’s art
gallery, Fitches Creek.
Call +1 268 464-6084.

INTERIORS

PAINTINGS BY NAYDENE GONNELLA
5. From Light 16x20 inches
6. Sea Turtles 40x40 inches
7. Zebra Family 40x48 inches

6

7
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Available from www.naydene.com
Call +1 268 720-2423.
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PAINTINGS BY JAN FARARA
8. Rain Cloud US$2000
9. Mother and Child US$950
10. Calla Lilies US$1200

Available from www.janfarara.com
Call +1 268 764 8803.

10

9

ADVERTORIAL

AT HOME WITH GILLY GOBINET
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gaily embellished hallway before heading
into the bathroom which houses 42 pieces
alone. Hundreds more original works
and prints – all of which are for sale bedeck the interior rooms, verandah and
courtyard. The latter is where Gilly can
usually be found at work, brush in hand.
“I used to think my problem was
I had lots of diﬀerent styles,” she says.
“Most artists are recognisable by one,
but in fact I realised I am just extremely
versatile. I can do anything from cartoons,
to very delicate pen and ink, to very
detailed or very loose watercolour and
acrylic – practically anything anyone asks
me to.”
While most of the pieces on display
are the result of her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned, particularly
her portraits of pet dogs and cats for
which she donates 10 per cent to animal
charity PAAWS. Nearly all her paintings
are suitcase-friendly, or they can be
shipped already stretched or rolled into a
tube for convenience. Greetings cards and
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ne wall is devoted to a series
of abstract watercolour nudes,
another to an eﬀervescent
collection of bougainvillea and lilies
tenderly recreated in acrylic. Interspersed
throughout, haughty flamenco dancers
kick up their heels before an exquisitely
depicted audience of doe-eyed canines.
In the kitchen, cartoon rastas vie for
position among paintings of pineapples,
chattel houses and classic yachts. And
in the bathroom a papier mache clown
oﬀers visitors lavatory paper with one tiny
scarlet hand.
In the background, the eﬀortlessly
enchanting timbre of Mozart adds one
final whimsical flourish.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
Gilly Gobinet.
Barely a square foot of her open art
gallery in a pretty Fitches Creek street – a
short drive from the international airport
– has been excluded from this bacchanalia
of colour and canvas. Hand-painted
murals adorn exterior walls and even the
periphery of the swimming pool.
“Inspiration is never lacking when
you’re surrounded by all of this,” she says
brightly, gesturing towards the ocean which
abuts a stretch of unrestrained garden
where bananaquits shrill contentedly as
they forage among the blooms.
Anyone wishing to browse Gilly’s
sundry creations will be treated to a full
tour of the property, beginning with the
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Open art gallery in Fitches Creek is a unique browser’s paradise

ABOVE: Gilly at work.

postcards are also available.
British-born Gilly, who has lived in
Antigua since 1984, adds: “What I love
most is the feeling of achievement when
you’ve created something
you love – and you hope
others will too.” n
Visitors can drop in 9am to
1pm Mondays to Fridays or by appointment.
For more details, visit www.gillygobinet.
com,
email gillygobinet@me.com or call
(+268) 464-6084.
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Beautiful lighting since 2003
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Lighting Expo offers an array of lighting and cooling solutions that
reflect your individual tastes and plans

Hunter Fans
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Our products offer style, comfort and health.
With top quality, lighting, fans, bulbs, mirrors, and much more.
Kichler Lighting

Schonbek Chandeliers

Lutron switches and many more

Call +1 (268) 562 4988
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www.lightingexpoanu.com

A hidden gem of eclectic furniture
and home decor, all from natural
products, wood, cotton, and grasses

Find us tucked away just off the Friars Hill Road on Abbottts Farm Road
Open Tuesday to Friday 10am-4pm & Saturdays 10am-2pm

See us on Facebook

Telephone 460 2776
Email vicky.godier@gmail.com

RESERVATIONS
& INFORMATION
or +1 (268) 717-1715
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Call / Whatsapp: +1 (268) 729-3939
FB / IG: NOMAD Antigua
Email: info@nomad-antigua.com
Monday-Thursday 9am-9pm
Friday & Saturday 9am-10pm
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breakfast. lunch. cocktails. tapas. dinner.
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restaurant &
co-working café

ADVERTORIAL

HOW JANIS HOUGH’S CUSTOMCREATED STRATEGIES CAN HELP YOU
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR TEAM

important as paying their salary.”
It’s several years since Janis first
brought her unique skill-set, which
places the use of language at its core, to
Antigua. With 15 years’ experience in the
therapy field – and a slew of qualifications
in concepts like neuro-linguistic
programming (NLP) and unconventional
hypnotherapy – she gently guides people
to make changes to lead happier, more
fulfilling lives. Janis’ pioneering relaxed
and non-prescriptive techniques can also
help clients overcome panic attacks and
phobias, even addiction and trauma.
Now the self-described “head
mechanic” is turning her attention to the
wellness of local workforces too. And it’s
here where her experience in her native
UK helping major government agencies
undergo change management – and keep
staﬀ smiling along the way – comes into
play.
“We can’t not communicate,” she
says simply, “because every interaction
is communication, whether it’s verbal or
non-verbal. People involved in the service
industries in Antigua, for example, will
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find themselves dealing with customers
from other countries who have diﬀerent
expectations.
“It’s crucial to know how to
communicate openly, be able to pick up
unconscious cues from the person you
are serving, and hone eﬀective skills to
express yourself and the services of the
business in a congruent way,” she explains.
Through custom-designed workshops,
incorporating role-playing, team activities
and exercises, Janis seeks to increase
employee engagement, productivity and
morale.
“Often staﬀ have been given a script
to follow and, while this can be useful
during initial training, sometimes it can
run counter to the company’s ultimate
objectives,” she says.
“My workshops focus on behaviour,
flexibility, understanding and language
to open minds to wider possibilities,
picking up on what a customer is trying
to say, and sometimes stepping outside
the training to interact on a more human
level.”
Janis’ diverse methods are suiting
to both individual and group sessions,
and have recently seen her expand into
the wider Caribbean as her client base
continues to grow.
Now, they might just be the key to
enhancing the operations of more private
and public enterprises. Because the health,
happiness and prosperity of your team
can reap benefits in more than just your
bottom line and get you on the path to
meaningful and long-term success. n
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ad day at work? You’re in good
company. Turns out more than
eight in ten of us are equally
miserable in the workplace. And not just
today but practically every day.
The gloomy news in a recent Gallup
poll did nothing to abate concerns among
bosses that down in the mouth staﬀ
might be hampering business. Any CEO
worth their salt knows that employees’
high morale and cheerful outlook are
integral to running a smooth – and
profitable – ship.
“If you look after your staﬀ, you get
more from them; you will find they are
more patient, more committed to your
business and more inclined to work hard
for you,” says Antigua-based life coach
Janis Hough.
“There’s a growing awareness among
organisations that they have to invest
more in the overall holistic health of
their staﬀ,” she continues. “That’s why
we are seeing more firms across the
world introducing yoga and mindfulness
sessions into their operations. Looking
after workers’ energetic state is just as

ns

LIFE COACHING IN
THE WORKPLACE

Visit www.facebook.com/
LifeCoachAntigua
email Janishough31@gmail.com or
call +1 268 732-1032 or +44 7877 779190.
67
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CREATING A
CUSTOM HOME

HAVING A GRAND DESIGN IS ONE THING  CHOOSING THE RIGHT FIRM TO TURN
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YOUR DREAM HOME INTO A REALITY WITHOUT BLOWING THE BUDGET IS CRUCIAL.
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ith Antigua’s land and
property prices still oﬀering
more for the buck than many
of its Caribbean neighbours, there has
never been a better time to start drawing
up a blueprint.
Luxury Locations Magazine met up
with Jim Omand, proud new owner of
The Anchorage on Jolly Harbour’s North
Beach, and Island Architecture’s Rawdon
Turner, the man behind its exceptional
design and creation.
Jim, what were your goals for The
Anchorage?
I was looking for a smaller house than
the one I already have and where I could
bring the feel of the beach into the living
area with a nice degree of openness. I was
aware of some very nice houses Rawdon
Turner had built and was impressed by his
69
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as he can on the design stage working
with the architect. That’s the time to make
any necessary changes; once the design is
agreed there should be no more changes.
That’s the most important aspect. The
second thing is to work with someone
you can trust; making fairly significant
progress payments along the way allows
the builder to mobilise and get all the
materials in place to be able to do the job.
Rawdon: For me, proper cost analysis at
the design stage is vital. Most projects
suﬀer from poor cost planning so it’s
critical to itemise every single thing in
every part of the property, right down to
the last nail.
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Rawdon, tell us about Island
Architecture.
We are a design and build firm oﬀering
turnkey solutions. We pride ourselves on
delivering on budget, on time and with
total transparency to give our clients
complete peace of mind. The client can
look at the books any time they like, to
see where every cent has been spent, from
the very first nail to the last screw and the
cost of labour.
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reputation among people he’d previously
built for. I sat down with him to design
it; it was very important to me that it was
built within a budget.

What are the benefits of having both
the design and build undertaken by the
same firm?
Rawdon: For the client it means there is
no misunderstanding between the builder
and the architect, and no confusion about
the plans. Because we have designed the
building we are better able to monitor the
construction and deliver exactly what the
client wants. Having it all done by one
firm also means significant savings to the
client.
How can you ensure a home is finished
on time and within budget?
Jim: The client should have a clear idea of
what he wants, and spend as much time
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Jim, what’s your favourite part of the
house?
I love the way the outside flows into the
interior. I’ve got two very nice screened
terraces outside the master bedroom
and the living room, overlooking the
swimming pool and the beach.

Rawdon, what else are you working on at
the moment?
I am currently building a property
just down the street and am in talks
regarding another one. The benefit of
working in Jolly Harbour means you
get the opportunity to develop some
very beautiful properties. Anyone who
wants to find out more about what Island
Architecture can oﬀer is welcome to give
me a call. n
Call Rawdon Turner on +1 268 779 8055
or email info@islandarchi.com

Watch the video
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Design & Build Experts for Island Living

Island Architecture Company Limited specializes in Architectural Services, Design Consultation,
Project Management and Construction.
We believe that your design or build project is an extension of you and by marrying Architectural
and Construction services, the best results are obtained in an attempt to continually meet and
exceed our clients’ expectations.

1st Fl O’Beez Plaza, Factory Road, St. John’s, Antigua

Telephone +1 268 561 3778 / +1 268 779 8055 • Email: info@islandarchi.com
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SHARED BY FEW,
RIVALLED BY NONE
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PEARNS POINT: LUXURY DEVELOPMENT REACHES EXCITING MILESTONE

G

azing out over a clean sweep
of the Caribbean Sea, nothing
between them and Montserrat,
the stone nymphs gambolling on the
courtyard of Pearns Bay House have an
enviable view. To passing boats they cut an
ethereal figure, dancing in the wind, hair
streaking out behind them.
This embracing of the elements is a
befitting theme for the very first completed
house on the exclusive Pearns Point
development which has been rigorously
constructed to withstand them too.
The work of renowned sculptor David
Williams-Ellis, the artistic showpiece is
both exquisite and meticulously crafted,
just like the property itself.
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Spanning 14,000 square feet of interior
and exterior living space, the five-bedroom
home and guest cottage have been
chiselled eﬀortlessly into the landscape, in
harmony with their natural surroundings.
Famed Dutch architect Piet Boon’s
clean lines have created a structure of
contemporary elegance, while business
partner Karen Meyn turned her attention
to an interior that is showstopping
throughout.
A minimalist ambience is achieved
with neutral tones, smooth edges, high
ceilings and oversized glass doors and
windows. Each of the bedrooms has a
generous en-suite with marble sinks and
stone counters. The large living area is
perfectly positioned to take in the jawdropping ocean views and there is also a

private gym and media room.
Indonesian bangkirai wood lends a
distressed feel to window and door frames,
complemented by local stone which forms
a striking boundary.
The use of organic materials is not
purely for aesthetics. Eco-friendly practices
were cardinal for both the developers and
owners. Green themes are evidenced in the
140,000-gallon water cistern, the solarpowered air-conditioning and the heatresistant stone floors which, along with the
breeze, could render the latter redundant.
“We wanted to respect Caribbean
architecture in terms of the living style and
we found some excellent local craftsmen to
carve the stone and put the wood in,” the
owner tells Luxury Locations Magazine.
“The house is built around longevity

and robustness, using the highest quality
materials, such as hurricane-resistant glass.”
He continues: “This is a highly
technical building using world class
architects, including Antiguan firm
OBMI. We have deliberately tried to raise
the standard of building in the hope of
starting a trend for others to follow.”
Just steps away from the beach, the
property’s exterior space is every bit as
enticing as the interior. The glorious
outdoor terrace, overlooking an infinity
pool and the sea beyond, was precisely
positioned to allow for morning sun and
afternoon shade.
With such exacting standards of
quality and style, it’s perhaps unsurprising
that Pearns Bay House has taken two and
a half years to complete. But the owners,
73
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who were first bowled over by Antigua’s
beauty five years ago, were in no rush and
anxious to get it right.
“As soon as I saw Pearns Point, I knew
we had to have our house there,” the owner
adds. “On top of the scenery and the calm
water, we loved the island’s anonymity and
authenticity.”
It’s a sentiment the developers
know well, having now sold 16 of the
development’s 68 lots. Meanwhile, work
on the 137-acre site continues to gather
momentum; roads have been built and
electricity and water supplies are now
connected.
The development’s centrepiece will
be a luxurious, low-density hotel with a
fine dining restaurant, beach bar and retail
space open to the public.
One final draw for investors is
Pearns Point’s inclusion in the country’s
citizenship by investment scheme, entitling
buyers to apply for an Antigua & Barbuda
passport which can spawn a wealth of
travel and tax advantages.
“Simply put, Pearns Point is the
most exciting undeveloped ocean and
beachfront location in Antigua, if not
the Caribbean,” says sales director Adam
Gobat. “The elevation, the turquoise colour
of the water and the views from every lot
are exceptional. These days, it’s incredibly
rare to find a site of such natural beauty
still available on the ocean.” n
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For more information about Pearns Point,
email info@orangelimited.com or call
+1 268 788-2628.

By Gemma Handy
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Named as one of
THE WORLD’S MOST
REMARKABLE RUMS
in 2006 by Forbes
GOLD AWARD WINNER
– 2010 & 2013 Rum Master Competition in the Aged Rums 5 to 7yr
category
GOLD MEDAL
– Best Rum at the 2011 New York
World Spirits Competition
Double Gold & Best Rum
– 2016 Wine & Spirit Wholesalers
of America (WSWA)
91 out of 100 points
– 2016 Ultimate Spirits Challenge

FEATURE

itself at the centre of controversy over
the years. Her tenacious crew have been
shot at, hauled before courts and dubbed
everything from heroes to pirates – and
even the somewhat dubious ‘eco-terrorists’
which conjures up a paradoxical image
of AK-wielding vegans, grenades stuﬀed
into their sustainably-sourced alpaca wool
pants.
In the flesh, dockside in Antigua,
they’re distinctly less dramatic. SSCS’s
latest crusade is poles apart from their
erstwhile paintbomb-firing, shipramming antics. And this time it isn’t
whales they’re shepherding – but sea
turtles. Barbuda’s cherished and critically
endangered hawksbills to be precise.
Their presence here started
“spontaneously” in the aftermath of
September 2017’s catastrophic Hurricane
Irma, SSCS’s Locky MacLean, a softlyspoken Canadian, tells Luxury Locations
Magazine.
With the category five storm’s
devastation stretching from the Leeward
Islands to Florida, aid agencies appealed
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iven the name, one might expect
Motor Vessel Brigitte Bardot to
be a little more glamorous. But
what this unique 35-metre trimaran lacks
in luxury facilities, she makes up for in
record-breaking speeds, a sleek, futuristic
exterior and innovative technology.
Stepping aboard is a bit like coming
face to face with a celebrity. M/V Brigitte
Bardot has certainly notched up a few
headlines since her purchase by the Sea
Shepherd Conservation Society (SSCS)
in 2010. She also had a starring role in
TV reality show Whale Wars which
documented the group’s battles to stop
the slaughter of whales by Japanese vessels
oﬀ the Antarctica coast.
Originally named Gojira – Japanese
for ‘Godzilla’ – her refashioned title is in
homage to the actress-turned-activist who
once joined SSCS’s founder Paul Watson
on an anti-sealing mission.
The Bardot has circumnavigated the
world on various maritime missions “six
or seven” times under SSCS’s stewardship.
And it’s not just the ship which has found

tio

WHY THE SEA SHEPHERD TURNED ITS ATTENTION TO
SOME OF BARBUDA’S MOST VULNERABLE RESIDENTS
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CRUSADERS

to SSCS, who had a boat in Cancun at
the time, for assistance. For two months,
the crew helped deliver emergency
supplies to aﬀected islands.
That resulted in a partnership with
Mykl Clovis of the Antigua Sea Turtle
Project (ASTP), herself a former SSCS
volunteer, for a three-week survey
collating data on the intriguing creatures
during their peak nesting season.
While eﬀorts by local
environmentalists have collected much
information on hawksbills on mainland
Antigua and nearby Long Island, far less
was known about those on the sister isle.
“It was the most comprehensive data
set we’ve ever done on Barbuda. Many
of the beaches are very remote which has
historically made research diﬃcult,” Mykl
explains. “The turtles themselves would
have been out at sea when Irma hit so
they would have been OK but lots of the
nests were aﬀected. We think Barbuda
could be one of the most important
rookeries in the Caribbean.”
Much of the work was conducted at
night, patrolling 11 miles of Barbuda’s
beachfront on the hunt for turtle tracks,
old nests and turtles laying eggs.
The team used drones to locate
hawksbills, along with leatherbacks and
green turtles. They documented more
than 60 nests, electronically tagged
over a dozen turtles to monitor their
movements, and even, to their delight,
identified a handful of previously tagged
returnees.
Of the three species of sea turtles
which nest in Antigua and Barbuda,
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All photos by Simon Ager, Sea Shepherd

The Bardot recently underwent
a major refit, including replacing the
propulsion engines, generators and
propellers, in preparation. Built in 1997 to
circumnavigate the globe in record time,
she held the title for a decade until her
75-day feat was beaten by the Ady Gil in
2008. The Japanese whaling vessels which
she was bought by SSCS to outrun were
no match for her top speeds of 27 knots.
Her impressive, imposing exterior is
somewhat at odds with her small, modest
interior. The “strictly vegan” vessel has a
high-tech media area and entertainment
in the form of a TV and video games
but the snug dorm cabins could make or
break a friendship.
“She’s pretty cosy inside,” Rebecca
grins, “but I am used to sleeping on the
ship now; it’s home.”
And that’s lucky when Sea Shepherd
campaigns can last several months. Other
recent ventures undertaken by the group,
which also has three former Coast Guard
Cutters in its fleet, include intercepting
poachers responsible for the loss of more
than 90 per cent of vaquita porpoises, the
planet’s rarest marine mammal.
Earlier this year, Sea Shepherd also
helped Peruvian authorities bust the
world’s largest fish processing ship, the
blacklisted Damanzaihao, capable of
killing more than half a million tons of
fish a year.
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hawksbills are the most threatened.
“Hawksbills play a major role in
marine ecosystems because they feed on
sponges,” Mykl explains. “Without them,
sponges would overgrow coral reefs.”
Education is a key part of SSCS’s
work and the conservationists also hosted
three local interns on board and held
interactive turtle talks with children in
Barbuda’s capital Codrington.
Kate Levasseur, a PhD researcher
with the ASTP, said it was “fantastic” to
see youngsters’ reaction to witnessing a
nesting turtle. “Some had never seen a
turtle laying eggs before; they had lots of
great questions and were excited to see
how we tag and collect data,” she added.
The endeavour was a “change in pace”
for Rebecca Benjamin-Carey, one of
SSCS’s eight crew aboard the Bardot.
“There’s a lot more aﬀecting the ocean
than poaching these days – pollution for
example,” Rebecca says. “A Sea Shepherd
intervention can bring to light just how
much human beings can reduce their own
impact. Rather than focus on the bad guys
this was about the role we can all play.”
Another reason the Caribbean has
captured SSCS’s attention is due to the
volume of illegal and unregulated fishing.
“The Caribbean is a place where we’re
developing relationships and setting up
critical operations,” Locky says. “Our
ships are perfect for this region.”

The crew say they were delighted to
once again turn their attention to some of
the oldest living creatures on Earth. This
year was the third season of their annual
Operation Jairo, named in memory of
Jairo Mora Sandoval who lived and died
protecting sea turtles from poachers.
Turtles may have inhabited the oceans
for millennia but today six of the seven
marine species found worldwide face
extinction. The Barbuda project is one
way of ensuring their survival.
For Locky, who joined Sea Shepherd
in 2001 as a cook and is now operations
and campaigns director, the decision to
help was an easy one.
“You can choose your job so you
may as well do something you love,” he
says, adding: “The Sea Shepherd is hard
work and we put in a lot of hours but it’s
definitely fulfilling and you can end the
day thinking, I made a diﬀerence today.” n
By Gemma Handy
Visit www.seashepherd.org for more
information about the non-profit group
and how you can help.
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WHO RUN THE WORLD?
Islanders poured into Nelson’s Dockyard
in their thousands to welcome Team
Wadadli home in February 2016. Not
only were they the first entry to brandish
the country’s flag but, with a collective
age of 220, the quartet earned a place in
the record books as the oldest ever to row
the entire width of the mighty Atlantic
Ocean.
Last year, their (slightly younger)
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ackbreaking physical toil, crucifying
seasickness and weeks without
fresh food. Those are just some
of the tribulations faced by participants
nutty enough to sign up to the annual
3,000-mile Atlantic row. No wonder the
Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge is
dubbed the world’s toughest row.
Three years ago, our twin island nation
entered a team for the very first time.

tio

THEY’RE FIT, FEMALE AND FEARLESS. AND THEY’RE ABOUT TO EMBARK ON THE
CHALLENGE OF A LIFETIME.
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Kevinia Francis, Samara Emmanuel, Christal Clashing, Junella King, Elvira Bell.

Photo by Chavel Thomas
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successors were victorious in scoring a
second place slot. And this December, our
islands will make history once again when
its inaugural all-female team takes to the
oars.
Spunky, spirited and strong, these
fearless five come with some serious
pedigree – and they’re in to win it. Luxury
Locations Magazine caught up with them
between training sessions.

What luxury item will you be taking?
Sesame seed oil to make the food taste
better.
What did you want to be as a child?
An Olympic swimmer!
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Why did you decide to take part?
I was first inspired by a canoe race a
few years ago that retraced the steps of
Amerindians through the region. Then,
when I saw Team Antigua arrive into
Nelson’s Dockyard last year, I thought to
myself, I could do that.

Which aspect are you most dreading?
Sleep deprivation.

n THE YACHT CAPTAIN
Samara Emmanuel
‘It was in my stars’
As the first Antiguan woman to become
an RYA-certified yacht captain, Samara is
already a trailblazer. Her passion for the
sea – and 12 years’ experience traversing
its waves – will set her in good stead for
the challenge ahead. Fate led her into
sailing when she impulsively answered
a ‘help wanted’ ad. Now the Jumby Bay
boat mate says the stars aligned to guide
her towards the feat of a lifetime.
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She’s already made history once as
the first female swimmer to represent
Antigua & Barbuda at the Olympics.
Fourteen years later, Christal is preparing
to make her mark again. The stand-up
paddleboard instructor and travel writer
says she’s looking forward to going the
distance with some of the nation’s bravest
women – and testing herself in ways she
never thought possible.

What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done before this?
I swam with Galapagos sharks in Hawaii
two years ago. It was a bit nerve-wracking
but I had my GoPro camera with me so
every time they got too close I bumped
them on the nose with the stick.
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n THE OLYMPIC SWIMMER
Christal Clashing
‘I want to inspire other Caribbean women’

Best advice you’ve been given?
To build up calluses on my hands.

Why did you decide to take part?
I’m a lover of the sea, I’ve competed in
lots of Caribbean regattas and have sailed
across the Atlantic already. When the call
was put out for female rowers to represent
Antigua, I got in touch immediately. I’m
looking forward to a diﬀerent kind of
adventure.
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Photos by Gemma Hazelwood
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What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done before this?
I’ve had people trying to jump oﬀ boats in
the middle of the Atlantic before but the
craziest thing I have done personally is
climbing up a 75ft mast when I was seven
months’ pregnant. I ended up with two
black eyes thanks to a freak wave.

Why did you decide to take part?
I was invited to sign up by Scott Potter,
who was part of the second Antiguan
team of rowers and a fellow personal
trainer. I was honoured and accepted
instantly because of my love for
competition, charity and adventure.

Which aspect are you most dreading?
Sea sickness. We’ve been told even the
most experienced guys get seasick in
the Atlantic. I haven’t been taking meds
during practice rows because I’m trying to
build up my tolerance but it’s mandatory
to take them with you on the challenge.
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Which aspect are you most dreading?
Capsizing. The boat is self-righting but it
can still capsize and I am terrified of what
may be lurking in the water.
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What luxury item will you be taking?
Makeup. And lots of Suzie’s hot sauce.
What did you want to be as a child?
An air hostess.

Best advice you’ve been given?
In the words of Sir Vivian Richards – she
who knows the way, leads the way and
goes all the way.
n THE ENDURANCE ATHLETE
Kevinia Francis
‘I’m a little crazy – and very competitive’

Whether cycling, playing basketball or
track running, the only thing to match
Kevinia’s energy is her will to win. A
health and fitness trainer by profession,
she’s also a staunch team player and has
been busy putting her crewmates through
their paces in the gym. Unlike her
predecessors, Kevinia’s nautical experience
is limited – but that’s just one more
challenge she can’t wait to conquer.
80

What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done before this?
Back to back endurance competitions.
People think I’m crazy because I love to
compete. But I don’t think it’s crazy at all
– to me it’s normal.
What did you want to be as a child?
An astronaut.
What luxury item will you be taking?
My comfort food – peanut butter!
Best advice you’ve been given?
Always stay harnessed in.
n THE HEALTH COACH
Elvira Bell
‘We will rise and conquer’
When she’s not devising meal plans for
her clients, health and wellness coach
Elvira is exercising her organisational and

research skills as a flight dispatcher for
LIAT. Elvira’s biggest cheerleader for the
momentous journey ahead is her teenage
son. He will also be the driving force
behind her strokes – and the motivation
to crossing the finishing line in record
time.
Why did you decide to take part?
I was asked by Kevinia to help form a
team and I initially said no. But I am a
natural athlete and, after a little practice,
I changed my mind. I love adventure and
nature and revel in a challenge.
What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done before this?
Petting a white striped tiger when a circus
visited Antigua about 10 years ago
Which aspect are you most dreading?
Having no fresh food.
What luxury item will you be taking?
Music; definitely some Bob Marley.
What did you want to be as a child?
A mermaid.
Best advice you’ve been given?
Stay hydrated.
n THE FRESHFACED SAILOR
Junella King
‘For the love of my country’
The youngest of the group and still in her
teens, Junella has had her work cut out
juggling training with her school work
and part-time job as an RYA dinghy

What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done before this?
Cliﬀ jumping. But I’ve done that many
times; it’s exciting.

What did you want to be as a child?
A teacher.
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Which aspect are you most dreading?
Having no cold drinks.

What luxury item will you be taking?
Oil for my hair and a mirror.

Track the girls’ progress at
www.taliskerwhiskyatlanticchallenge.com.
Visit www.antiguabarbudaislandgirls.com
to donate to their cause.
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Best advice you’ve been given?
I like Sir Viv’s mantra too.

with her husband, told Luxury Locations
Magazine.
“The money will help with day to
day running costs which are a constant
struggle. But our long-term goal is to
start a halfway house for older teenagers
so that they have a safe place to go when
they decide to leave us and don’t find
themselves returning to the situation they
left.”
Natalie, a schoolteacher by profession,
continued: “We want to give them job
training too and help get them ready for
the world. It can be scary at 18, facing the
world on your own.”
She added: “The more money we
receive, the more girls we can help.” n
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Why did you decide to take part?
My instructor at the National Sailing
Academy suggested it to me knowing
how much I love competition. I said, sure!

ABOUT THE CHARITY
Team Antigua Island Girls are on a
mission to raise funds for Antigua-based
Cottage of Hope, a home for abused,
neglected and orphaned girls. Having
already surpassed the US$150,000
needed to meet their operational costs,
the indefatigable quintet hope to help the
small, little-known charity take its work
to the next level.
“As five women, we wanted to assist
a charity that helps youth in general and
women in particular,” Christal says. “We
really liked the home’s commitment to
protecting the girls’ identities so that
they can reintegrate better into the
community.”
Cottage of Hope’s monthly US$2,200
costs are currently met largely by its bighearted founders.
“We are incredibly grateful to the girls
for choosing us,” Natalie Alexander, who
started the charity from her home in 2009

tio

sailing instructor. But it’s precisely her
ability to balance a strenuous workload
with day to day responsibilities – and still
excel – that will see her through to the
end.

Photo by Chavel Thomas
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MAKING WAVES
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MERCEDESBENZ’ LUXURY YACHTS ARE SINGULAR, SEXY AND STYLISH

German engineer Carl Benz famously said
the ‘love of inventing never dies’.
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racing car, the Silver Arrow, with a nod to
the S-Class saloon.
The result brings a fresh new concept
to yachting, in the shape of a lustrous
pleasure craft with a sporty appeal and
aerodynamic curves to create a total headturner.
Happily, she’s every bit as beautiful
on the inside. This floating boy’s toy may
be a trifling 14 metres (46ft) long but her
nifty, compact interior has been cleverly
designed to comfortably seat up to 10
passengers.
Beds, tables and even the flat screen
TV, which is hidden behind a wall, are
extendable allowing extra space when
needed. The u-shaped sitting area is

ns

elegant aesthetics and a futuristic frame,
she looks uncannily like a computer
rendering in real life and has been causing
quite a stir on the seas.
Mercedes-Benz’ engineering boﬃns
pride themselves on comfort as well as
performance. The boat’s weight, engine and
hull design are aimed at a relaxed cruising
pace rather than white-knuckle speed.
Powered by a pair of Yanmar diesel engines
with 480 horsepower each, at full throttle
she’s around 70kmh (43mph).
The iconic firm’s foray into the
maritime world saw a collaboration with
British yacht manufacturer Silver Arrows
Marine. The Arrow460’s sleek exterior was
inspired by Mercedes-Benz’ classic 1930s
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magine the scene. You’ve just docked
your shiny, spanking new, cost-morethan-a-small-nation’s-GDP yacht at
the Port de Saint-Tropez. You’re about to
saunter onto the foredeck, glass of Cristal
in hand, feeling smoother than Idris Elba
at the Oscars, only to discover – wait for it
– an identical boat in an adjacent slip.
Ghastly, right? Which is why when
Mercedes-Benz released its first luxury
motor yacht in 2016, it came with a surety.
Only 10 models of the inaugural edition
would ever be sold – and never more than
one per country.
The price of such exclusivity is a cool
US$1.7m but the Arrow460-Granturismo
is no ordinary boat. With natural charisma,
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transformed into a double bed by pulling
out the sliding middle section.
The striking contemporary styling
incorporates eucalyptus wood panelling
and blanched nubuck leather (this is
definitely a red wine-free zone). Modern
amenities, naturally, are aplenty; airconditioning, a high-tech sound system,
wine cellar and ice-maker to name a few.
The yacht’s large side windows retract
to create a pergola-style lounge area with
360 degree views. The polarized glass
can be dimmed instantly at the touch of
a button to reduce the sun’s glare or for
privacy.
German engineer Carl Benz famously
said the ‘love of inventing never dies’. And
that is evidenced in the Arrow460’s myriad
high-tech features, like the special lift
mechanism for the anchor hidden in the
bow, and the hydraulically extendible swim
platform at the rear.
For the world’s oldest car maker,
innovation has long been the driving force
behind its operations. The Arrow460,
bosses say, embodies the firm’s “progressive,
dynamic design philosophy of sensual
purity”, both on and oﬀ the water.
For the first lucky customers who
received their vessels at the latter end of
2017, it’s also unique enough to avoid
being shown up by a doppelganger at
Monaco. n
By Gemma Handy
All photos by Daimler AG
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Want to experience the real Caribbean? We know that the
best way to do that is on foot!

Hike Caribbean offer individually designed itineraries
encompassing one, two, or more, of these islands - Antigua,
St Lucia, Guadeloupe, Montserrat, St Kitts and Nevis.
We provide luxury accommodation, all transfers and
qualified, knowledgeable hiking guides.
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Find out more at www.hikecaribbean.com
or call us on +44 333 987 4694
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@hikecaribbean

facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts
• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@gmail.com
www.exelengineering.com
Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.
Authorized Service Centre for FG Wilson
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What we ate:
There’s nothing like a quick panini, samosa or
miniature cheesecake to re-energise flagging feet.
This year’s smorgasbord had every continent on
the planet covered.
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Where we went:
They asked us to ‘imagine the possibilities’ and the
visionary team behind the long-running White
Fete once again pulled out all the stops for an
unsurpassed event. The popular pre-Carnival party
– now in its 16th year – is known for its exquisite
styling which extended into the elevated dance
platforms, and sofa, lounge and dining areas, all set
amid high heel-friendly concrete environs.
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MIAMI VIBE,
ISLAND STYLE

What we drank
Bubbly, of course. Lots of it. A shot or two of
Patron XO Café provided an additional energy
boost for the dancefloor.
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What we loved
It may have been Carnival season but the music
was as varied as the revellers. Even after a twoyear gap, organisers proved they still have the edge
when it comes to attention to detail. That was
evidenced in everything from the complimentary
shoe check service allowing stilettoes to be
abandoned in favour of flip-flops, and an uncanny
ability to transform a car park into a nightclub
scene straight from Miami.
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What it’s about:
Carnival has its roots in celebrations to mark
emancipation from slavery. The passing of two
centuries has done little to dampen the revelry.
While many Caribbean islands have their own
version, few are as inclusive and authentic as
Antigua’s.
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Where we went:
It takes more than Antigua’s infamously vigorous
line-up of pre-Carnival fetes to stop us hitting the
streets when the real party starts. The annual 11-day
extravaganza of live music, vibrant parades and
pageants kicks oﬀ each year in the last week of July.
Make sure you save some energy for the nightly
shows at Carnival City; highlights include the
rousing steel pan competition and the crowning of
the country’s musical ‘Party Monarch’.
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SUNNY CLIMES,
GOOD TIMES
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What we loved
Characterised by buoyant beats, upbeat lyrics and
infectious melodies, soca is the rhythm on the road.
New to the moves? Hint: it’s all in the waistline.
That, and a comfy pair of flat shoes. You have been
warned.
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VIEWS, VINO
AND VIOLINS
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What we drank:
Chilean favourites Casillero del Diablo
and Concha Y Toro went down a treat.
Lindeman’s fruity Moscato was the perfect
complement to the spicier dishes and there
was even a Zipang sparkling sake to sip
with the sushi.
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What we ate:
In addition to the artfully presented cheese
platters to nibble with the wine, the ample
spread featured roast meats, colourful
salads and handmade sushi. Desserts
included cream-stuﬀed profiteroles and the
guzzlingly-good chocolate fountain with
fresh fruit and marshmallows.
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Where we went:
What better way to spend a glorious
Sunday afternoon than with a wine
pairing and live music event in the graceful
surrounds of Wadadli Animal Nature Park?
‘Sip and savour’ was every bit as elegant as
the name suggests.
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What we loved:
The picturesque spot in Antigua’s rugged,
remote east was the ideal backdrop to
the uplifting sounds of homegrown steel
pannist Aubrey ‘Lacu’ Samuel and his crew,
and Barbadian violinist Wesley Morris.
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INCOGNITO AT
CLOGGY’S
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Where we went:
Behold! Who were the enigmatic figures
lurking behind a profusion of spangly,
seductive face masks? Was this a Venetian
Carnival? Nope, just a masquerade party at
Cloggy’s to get customers all fired up for
the new season. It may have been October
but that didn’t stop the fun-loving English
Harbour crowd getting glammed up for the
evening. We even spotted Phantom’s Erik
and a corset or two.
What we ate:
The only thing to rival the ambience
was Cloggy’s first-rate fare. We tucked
into sumptuous salads, brie with onion
marmalade, lamb shank and chicken
shawarma with glee. Belt-busting desserts
included the to-die-for double chocolate
fudge cake. Hold that diet.
What we drank:
Cloggy’s culinary creations were suitably
washed down with their fine selection of
vino.
What we loved:
These days they’re a staple of the island’s
social scene but the energetic 1761 band
bring a consistently fresh and upbeat
repertoire.
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LUXURY PROPERTY

YOUR DREAM HOME
SEARCH STARTS HERE

W

elcome to our property section. On the following pages you will find
some of the most tantalising properties for sale in Antigua and the
wider Caribbean region. These are only a taste of what we have to oﬀer,
so if you do not see your perfect dream home then contact us or see our website for
more fabulous listings. To make things easy, we have provided a few tempting teasers
here to get you started on your Caribbean real estate journey. To see more, visit our
website or scan here to go direct and watch the videos.
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Head Oﬃce: Portofino Oﬃces,
Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua, WI
Telephone: +1 268 562 8174
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info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com

Villa 329D, Jolly Harbour
Available for US$190,000

Hamilton No 2
2 bedrooms for US$230,000
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DISCOUNTED
Sleeping Indian
Reduced from US$1,100,000 to US$800,000
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NEW LAUNCH
Ocean Grand: Newly launched development for three to six-bedroom detached homes,
all waterfront and beachfront. With a mile of white sand beach, numerous bars and
restaurants, this private gated development is set to be Antigua’s next dream address.
Land prices from US$375,000.

QUICK SEARCHES

Properties under
US$250,000.
Looking for a bargain?
This is the place to start.
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Properties US$250,00–US500,000.
If you want a holiday getaway and rental
income to cover running costs, these
properties could be perfect for you.

Properties US$500,000–
US$1,000,000.
For those looking for
something a little more.

Properties US$1,000,000
and over.
For the ultimate Caribbean
dream.

Tel +1 268 562 8174

info@luxurylocations.com

THE PROPERTY HANDBOOK
THE ROAD TO OWNERSHIP

Step 3: Finding the one you love
With an extensive portfolio from snug
holiday hideaways to plush palatial
estates, we’re confident it won’t be long
before you’re head over heels in real estate
love. You can then submit an oﬀer and
we will negotiate on your behalf, ensuring
you the best possible deal for your money.
Once the oﬀer is accepted, a deposit will
be needed to reserve the property; usually
either US$10,000 or one per cent of the
property price.
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Step 1: Choosing an agent
Identifying the right realtor to guide
you through the buying process is
crucial. With a combined three decades’
experience in the local property market,
the friendly, eﬃcient and professional
Luxury Locations team can help make
finding your ideal abode a fruitful and
enjoyable experience.

Step 5: Non-citizen’s licence
Non-nationals buying a home need
a non-citizen’s licence which our
recommended lawyers can handle for
you. It costs five per cent of the purchase
price and can take up to three months
to acquire but it’s a pretty seamless
process and 99 per cent of applicants are
approved.

Step 2: Viewing properties
The next stage is for us to determine
your specific requirements: is your dream
home beachfront or hillside? Does
it have a pool or garden? How many
bedrooms should it have? And what is
your investment range? We will then
suggest various properties for you to look

Step 6: Completion
The remaining 90 per cent of the property
price is owed upon completion of the deal.
Finally, there’s the transfer of the title
deeds making you the oﬃcial owner. Now
all that’s left for you to do is settle in and
enjoy your new home. Or, for maximum
return on your investment, enter it into
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SIX SMALL STEPS TO BUYING
PROPERTY IN ANTIGUA...

Step 4: The legal process
Now come the all-important legalities
for which we can put you in touch with a
reputable lawyer. Their fee is between one
and two per cent of the purchase price,
half of which will be required upfront.
The seller’s lawyer will then draw up a
draft contract. Once both parties are
happy with the fine print, a 10 per cent
deposit of the property price is due
(minus the reservation deposit already
paid). That will be held safely in an escrow
account.
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AND FINALLY…
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at online and arrange a time to take you
to see them.

Have you
considered
citizenship by
investment?
For the savvy investor, a second
passport can spawn a wealth of
advantages including visa-free travel
and international tax planning. In 2013,
Antigua & Barbuda became the latest
nation to oﬀer a route for citizenship by
investment. But while other jurisdictions
oﬀer something ostensibly comparable,
few make it as speedy, seamless or
aﬀordable as our twin island paradise.
One avenue for gaining an Antigua
& Barbuda passport is a minimum
US$400,000 purchase in a governmentapproved real estate project. Successful
applicants are not required to sacrifice
their current citizenship. They also
benefit from exemption from a number
of local taxes, including personal income,
net worth, gift tax and estate duty. In
addition, they enjoy visa-free travel
to around 130 countries worldwide,
including the UK, Canada, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Europe’s borderless
Schengen area.
Our friendly and professional team
can guide you through every step of the
process. n
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W

hen people say the Caribbean
is a little bit behind, we
just nod and smile politely.
Because while much of the world is
reeling amid soaring property prices and
overheating markets, prices in Antigua
remain almost as low as when the
financial crisis first hit.
And that’s great news for investors
who are flocking here as fast as the
snowbirds.
“Antigua is still firmly a buyers’
market,” says Luxury Locations founder
Nadia Dyson. “It’s not as over-developed
as other islands which means there’s lots
of opportunity for new business initiatives
too – not to mention the fact Antigua has
retained its authentic charm.
“We are seeing more and more direct
flights making Antigua very accessible
and new developments are cropping up
constantly. All signs point to a healthy
economic future.”
Mrs Dyson added: “It won’t be long
before house prices start to rise again so
now really is an ideal time to buy.”

the rental programme and allow our sister
company Villa Management to take care
of it for you.
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ESCAPE TO THE BEACH
Build your dream home on the beach or hill side in the serene gated
community of Ocean Grand. Choose your design and let us do the rest.
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Watch our video and
see your next home

Call Luxury Locations on +1 268 562 8174
Plots starting at US$375,000 and beach house builds starting as low as US$1,200,000

Palm Estate, Brown’s Bay
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Price on request
Set across a stunning three-acre peninsula, Palm Estate is a very private
property encompassing three Caribbean-style cottages with a total of
three bedrooms and four bathrooms. There is an additional room that
could be used as a study or a small fourth bedroom. This spectacular
property boasts 700ft of waterfront and a private beach plus a dock,
boat lift and jet ski lift.
The first cottage contains the en-suite master bedroom, a large TV
room and study area. A pathway lined with luscious tropical plants and
flowers leads to the middle cottage where the kitchen and living room
are. There is a large patio ideal for outdoor dining. A further pathway
leads to the third cottage which has two en-suite bedrooms and a lovely
outside bathroom with shower. The open-air cooking area includes a
barbeque, large brick oven and smoker.
Another pathway leads to the rear of the property where there is
a three-car garage with car lift, plus ample space for additional cars to
park.
The villa has an automatic back-up generator and large cistern,
along with 20 solar panels which generate enough power for the entire
property.
Enveloped in coconut trees, Palm Estate is a three-minute boat ride
from Green Island and its beautiful beaches, including the aptly named
Garden of Eden.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY

Watch video here
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Villa Azura, Long Bay
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US$3,300,000
This fabulous three-bedroom home is located within walking distance
of one of the island’s most celebrated beaches. Villa Azura also boasts
a stunning infinity pool, outdoor gazebo-covered dining area and
expansive sundeck. The stylish interior includes a spacious living room,
secluded sunken den and dining area overlooking a private walled
garden. The property spans 1.8 acres of land, including landscaped
tropical gardens, with 7,500 sqft of living space.

Watch video here
WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY

Turtle Point, Nonsuch Bay Resort
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US$2,995,000
This exceptional four-bedroom villa, set within the acclaimed Nonsuch Bay Resort,
comprises a 3,900 sqft interior alongside a 2,950 sqft deck. It has been impressively
designed down to the smallest detail, with all floors and walls adorned in Italian
marble. The focal point of the property is its spectacular infinity-edge swimming
pool, oﬀering breathtaking views across the bay which is home to abundant wildlife
including dolphins and critically endangered sea turtles.
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South Point studios, Falmouth
Harbour
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From US$695,000
These stylish one-bedroom residences are perfect for
a vacation hideaway or as a lucrative investment. Each
open-plan apartment includes a kitchen, comfortable
living area and spacious terrace with full complement
of European furnishings. South Point oﬀers its
residents all the amenities of a four-star hotel,
with an option to participate in the vacation rental
programme. The latter oﬀers owners the opportunity
to earn rental income when their apartment is not in
use with estimated annual returns of five per cent.

Watch video here

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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The Boat House, Jolly Harbour
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US$880,000
This well-appointed and immaculately presented
three-bedroom home with pool boasts uninterrupted
views across the water from its position in Jolly
Harbour’s quiet North Finger. The open-plan living
area leads onto a spacious 900 sqft decking with
moorings for a 60ft yacht plus another small boat. All
bedrooms are en-suite and the villa benefits further
from electric storm shutters and 24-hour security for
ultimate peace of mind.

Watch video here
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Indian View, Jolly Harbour
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US$1,350,000
With a prime spot on Harbour Island, this stylish
three-bedroom villa oﬀers both privacy and close
proximity to amenities. The shaded verandah leads
into a large open-plan living, dining and kitchen area.
High ceilings and tiled floors throughout help keep
the interior cool.

Watch video here

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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Blue Escapes
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Watch video here
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US$3,950,000
This exceptional three-bedroom property is set on three acres of
elevated gardens oﬀering sensational scenes over Antigua’s east coast.
All bedrooms have private patios with sea views. There is an adjacent
guest cottage, recently completed with modern fixtures and fittings.
The property’s private dock has space for two boats and there is a
small beach next to it ideal for swimming and snorkelling.
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY
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Sunset Lane, Dickenson Bay
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US$795,000
This newly refurbished four-bedroom home aﬀords magnificent
scenes over beautiful Dickenson Bay and is a short drive to the area’s
renowned restaurants and nightspots. Occupying a full acre plot, it is
accessed via an electric gate and has a back-up generator and pool.
The spacious living area has French doors opening onto a wide
wrap-around balcony – the perfect location for relaxation, al fresco
dining or just sitting and soaking up the view.

Watch video here
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Lakeside, Orange Valley

Palm Place, Jolly Harbour

New build, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, pool shared with
one other unit
US$595,000

Ocean Kingfisher, Tamarind Hills

1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, modern design, sensational sea
views
From US$400,000 or US$550,000 with private plunge pool
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2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fully furnished, exclusive
Harbour Island location
US$425,000

Land for sale, Pearns Point
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ANTIGUA CIP APPROVED PROPERTY

Plot 4, Sugar Ridge

2 Half-acre elevated corner plot, stunning Caribbean Sea
views, resort location
US$825,000

Plot 14, Sugar Ridge

Quarter-acre elevated plot, Caribbean Sea views, luxury
resort location
US$495,000
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Build your own dream home on this exclusive beachfront
development
Price on request

Land for sale, Daniel Bay, Willoughby Bay

Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay

No 5 Harbour Residences, Jolly Harbour

Passion Village, Valley Church

Planters Place, Darkwood

Villa Cashmere, Nonsuch Bay

Half-acre and one-acre waterfront plots, stunning south
coast location, close to English Harbour
US$725,000

3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, new build properties
US$540,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

6 bedrooms, 7 bathrooms, large pool, direct beach access,
modern design
Reduced to US$2,995,000

1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, covered patio, shared pool, ocean
views, guaranteed 5% annual return, no maintenance fees
US$425,000

INFOLUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, deck with sunken pool,
harbour views, space for boat dock
US$700,000

4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, pool, steps from beach
US$1,950,000
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Land for sale, Friars Hill

Land for sale, Willoughby Bay

Land for sale, Galleon Beach Resort

Land for sale, Plot 47 Harbour Island

Land for sale, Jolly Harbour

100 acres, stunning location
US$15,000,000

Spectacular location on popular South Beach, circa 13,000
sqft
US$1,100,000 ONO

Jolly Harbour location, 800 sqft, waterfront
US$275,000

Land for sale, Johnson’s Point

First plot is 0.27-acre for US$100,000
Second plot is 0.42-acre for US$155,000
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12-acre beachfront plot, ripe for development, up to 11
additional acres potentially available
US$12,000,000
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Almost 11 acres of commercial land, prime location
US$11 per sqft

Land for sale, Turtle Bay

Land for sale, Galley Bay

Land for sale, English Harbour

Barrymore Beach Apartments, Runaway Bay

Villa 325B, Harbour Sun, Jolly Harbour

Turtleberry, Falmouth Harbour

30,000 sqft of elevated land, near English Harbour
Price on request

16 units, each with 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, set over 2
acres with additional acre ripe for development
US$5,570,000
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0.24-acre plot, ideal for holiday home, ocean views
US$280,000

3 bedrooms, garage, Jacuzzi, sundeck, waterfront location
US$899,000

6-acre site, ideal for development, great views
US$2,400,000

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, large verandah
US$475,000

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

Out Of The Blue, Jolly Harbour

Ocean Grand Estate House, Corbison Point
4 large bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms, peninsular
setting with 360 degree views, beachfront
US$6,500,000

Villa Azura, Long Bay

Stunning waterfront location, 1.8-acre site, 3 bedrooms, 3
bathrooms, infinity pool
US$3,300,000

Villa Avalon, Galley Bay
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4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, beachfront, separate 1-bedroom
studio, modern design and furnishings
US$3,300,000
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY

Driftwood House, Long Bay

8 bedrooms, 7 bathrooms, large pool, quiet bay location
US$4,650,000

Villa Champagne, Galley Bay Heights

5 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, gym, TV room, large pool, sea
view, stylish
US$3,750,000
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5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, pool, beautiful sea and beach
views
US$3,650,000

Villa Ensueno, Crosbies

The Lookout, Sugar Ridge

Villa 1501, Nonsuch Bay resort

Bay Villa, Nonsuch Bay resort

Sea Breeze, Nonsuch Bay

Villa Martini, Verandah Resort

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, pool, spacious outside area with
BBQ and kitchen
US$3,500,000

2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms, large interior, balcony with sea
and pool views
US$350,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

3 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, pool, stunning sea views, gated
resort community
US$1,750,000

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, pool, sea views
US$725,000

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, large interior, balcony with sea
and pool views
US$325,000

5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, pool with waterfall
US$1,400,000
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411A, Jolly Harbour

331C, Jolly Harbour

No 1, Hamilton Estate

Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View

No 2, Hamilton Estate

tio

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, shared swimming pool, close
to Jolly Harbour
US$230,000

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, open-plan living area and
kitchen
US$215,000

Villa 226F, Jolly Harbour

2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, South finger end unit,
extended deck and dock
US$300,000
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2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, shared swimming pool, close to
Jolly Harbour
US$230,000

North Finger, 2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, sundeck, 40ft
dock
US$195,000

Lo
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North Finger, 2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, end unit, space
for small dock, needs improvements
US$225,000
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY

Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour

Villa 222F, Jolly Harbour

Villa 224D, Jolly Harbour

Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour

Villa Featherhead, Harbour View

Villa Dragonfly, Harbour View

2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, 40ft dock
US$285,000

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 40ft dock
US$228,000
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South Finger location, 2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms,
extended deck with dock
US$395,000

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, laundry room, large swimming
pool, 9,000 sqft plot
US$400,000

2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, completely refurbished
US$395,000

4 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms, swimming pool
US$400,000

FOR FULL DETAILS CALL LUXURY LOCATIONS ON +1 268 562 8174

Villa Sundowner, Jolly Harbour

Palm Villa, Scott’s Hill

5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, large pool, panoramic views,
motivated seller
Reduced to US$499,500

Twilling Gate Cottage, Fig Tree Drive

2 b2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, large deck, fruit trees,
rainforest location
US$425,000

Westside, Harbour View
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2 bedrooms 2.5 bathrooms, space for 40ft dock
US$190,000
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ANTIGUA PROPERTY

Windsor Manor, Dickenson Bay

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, large garden, sea views
US$595,000

The Cove Suites, Blue Waters

1-bedroom, 1-bathroom suite inside luxury Blue Waters
Hotel
US$425,000
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2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, apartment close to Jolly Harbour
US$235,000

Villa Sehil, Nonsuch Bay

Gorgonia House, Falmouth Harbour

Site for sale, Savannah land

Villa Musica, Monks Hill

Cunninghams, Cedar Valleye

Villa Stardust, Jolly Harbour

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, luxuriously appointed
US$2,300,000

5 bedrooms, views over English Harbour, pool
US$1,150,000

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, wraparound deck, swimming
pool
US$850,000

3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, separate self-contained
1-bedroom unit, golf course views
US$985,000

INFOLUXURYLOCATIONS.COM

Partially built property on 0.6-acre site, stunning views
US$575,000

3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, newly refurbished double
unit
US$1,200,000
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VILLA MANAGEMENT
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With you every
step of the way
Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make
sure that you get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to
maintain your property in your absence for peace of mind or full
rental management to maximise your return on investment.

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814
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1. YOUR WAY
There are a number of diﬀerent ways we can manage your property. Choose from our
many services to ensure your property is managed the way you want it.

2. MAXIMISING RENTAL INCOME

ns

We realise that the needs of each homeowner are diﬀerent. We can tailor your management
package to suit your needs, be it short term or long term rentals, or accommodating for
your holiday.

3. KEEPING OUR PROMISE
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We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter the issue we want
you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the peace of mind you want when
leaving your property in our care.

We realise that first impressions count and we want you to get the
most out of your villa. It will always be presented in the way you
would want it to be.
We insist on only using the best and most qualified
maintenance staﬀ for all our properties

www.villa-management-antigua.com

ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Villa 222C, South Finger,
Jolly Harbour

Nightly rate from US$179 plus 5% booking fee
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Recently refurbished two-bedroom villa with modern
fixtures and fittings, large sundeck with loungers and
outside dining table. Air-conditioning, barbecue, WiFi.
Five-minute walk to Jolly Beach.

Hideaway, Sugar Ridge

Nightly rate US$785 plus 5% booking fee
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A stylish tropical haven within luxury resort
surrounds. Short walk to beach. Hideaway has
plush furnishings, an impressive fully-equipped
kitchen and glass doors opening onto the verandah
overlooking the Caribbean Sea. This is a wonderful
two- or three-bedroom rental with access to Sugar
Ridge’s gym and facilities. No children under 12.

The Mill House, Jolly Harbour

Nightly rate from US$857 plus 5% booking fee

Superb waterfront villa within gated community with
three large en-suite bedrooms plus two more with bunk
beds. The extensive outdoor living area is ideal for al
fresco dining, relaxing on the sun loungers or cooling off
in the villa’s private pool. Exceptional views and within
walking distance of beach.
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ANTIGUA HOLIDAY RENTALS

Villa 224C, South Finger,
Jolly Harbour

Nightly rate from US$145
plus 5% booking fee
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Charming two-bedroom villa within walking
distance of beach. Both bedrooms have lovely
en-suites. Air-conditioning, barbecue, WiFi,
washing machine.

Pearns Bay House, Pearns Point
Nightly rate from US$7,000 per night plus
5% booking fee
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Luxurious six-bedroom, eight-bathroom beachfront
property with exceptional sea views, swimming pool,
private gym, media room and office. There is also a
full-time chef on property who can cater to every diet,
plus a house-keeper and 24-hour security. Car hire,
with driver if desired, is included.

Villa Babylon, Galleon Beach

Nightly rates from US$500 plus 5%
booking fee

This attractive villa has a wonderful location and is
just a short stroll from the beach. The living room
has doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around
terrace with 180-degree sea views. There is a pool
and Jacuzzi. All the bedrooms are air conditioned
and the property has a fully-equipped kitchen.

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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BARBADOS PROPERTY

Coco de Mer, Sandy Lane
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US$8,000,000
This elegant four-bedroom home, located within
the prestigious Sandy Lane Estate, expertly
blends contemporary architecture with colonial
accents and spans almost 8,000 sqft of living
space. Coco de Mer is set among beautifully
manicured grounds and has been built to exacting
specifications. The main reception room opens to
a covered veranda which overlooks the infinity
pool and is connected to the dining room by a
bridge over a koi pond. The dining room is open
on two sides oﬀering wonderful views of the
tropical surroundings. The fourth bedroom is
in an adjacent pool house, fully equipped with
spacious laundry room, staﬀ quarters and a large
storage room that could be converted to a gym or
media area. An adjoining undeveloped residential
lot, approximately 1.33 acres in size, may also be
available by negotiation.

BARBADOS
WHY CHOOSE BARBADOS?
Vibrant culture, excellent infrastructure, a high standard of living – and sunshine galore. Just some of the
reasons to choose beautiful Barbados when buying a holiday home. From luscious botanical gardens and
wildlife reserves, to luxurious resorts, whimsical historical sights and pulsating nightlife, the Englishspeaking isle boasts plenty of activities too. The low crime rate, social and political stability, and easygoing,
laidback lifestyle are also a draw for more and more investors each year.
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Oriana, Sandy Lane

Price on request
Magnificent golf course views and close proximity to stunning beaches and luxury
shopping are just a fraction of what this spacious colonial-style home has to oﬀer.
Oriana has been immaculately styled throughout, from its double-volume entrance
to each of its five bedrooms, unique Jacuzzi and vast communal spaces. This
luxurious property encompasses 14,500 sqft of living space. The master suite has
its own balcony, outside shower and bath, two walk-in wardrobes, large bathroom
and exercise room with sauna. Generous outdoor lounging areas look out over
scrupulously maintained gardens for the utmost in quintessential Caribbean living.
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BARBADOS

Radwood Beach House 2, Fitts Village
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US$2,250,000
Wide open spaces, light hues and impeccable styling combine to create this stunning beachfront
villa. Radwood Beach House comes complete with incredible views and direct access to one of the
west coast’s finest beaches. The property has three en-suite bedrooms and a wide covered terrace
with dining and lounging furniture where dreams of al fresco tropical living become a reality. The
master suite has a private ocean-facing balcony. The stylish kitchen with breakfast bar adjoins the
dining and living areas, all exquisitely presented. From its prime sunset-facing position, in the
heart of a charming fishing village, sensational nightly scenes are a given.

WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONS.COM
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Ginger Lily Hotel
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Price on request
Superbly located in the hub of Rodney Bay Village, this 11-suite boutique
hotel is a short stroll from one of St Lucia’s finest sandy beaches, along with
a host of amenities, bars and restaurants. Ginger Lily Hotel’s lush tropical
garden setting oﬀers the utmost in privacy and tranquillity, and each of the
beautifully appointed rooms has an exceptional view. As St Lucia continues
to grow in popularity as a destination, there is huge potential to expand and
develop this property further. Ginger Lily’s size is ideal for weddings and
individually tailored special events.

ST LUCIA
WHY CHOOSE ST LUCIA?
With the UNESCO world heritage site of the Pitons mountains, the Caribbean’s only
walk-in volcano, rich forests and the Diamond waterfall, St Lucia’s natural scenery is
unparalleled. Both land prices and property taxes here are very low, and the plethora of
untouched spots available make this glorious island nation a real estate coup.
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ST VINCENT &
THE GRENADINES
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ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES
WHY CHOOSE ST VINCENT & THE GRENADINES?
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With pristine beaches, coral reefs and turquoise lagoons, the 32 isles making up the Grenadines oﬀer no shortage of
idyllic locations. Investors are attracted here by the country’s welcoming people and diverse range of properties for sale,
whether set among the glamorous surrounds of Mustique and Bequia or on your own private cay.

Firefly Villas, Bequia

From US$695,000 – US$1.45m
This exclusive collection of brand new villas with individual pools is nestled in tropical gardens overlooking stunning
Spring Bay. The homes are inspired by classic Caribbean design, reimagined for contemporary, private island-style
beachfront living, and set in an enclave on the grounds of a boutique hotel. The world-class beach and diving destination
of Bequia is famed for its breathtaking landscape, magical old world charm and unhurried ‘barefoot chic’ lifestyle.
WWW.LUXURYLOCATIONSCARIBBEAN.COM
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Our business directory has contact details and general information for all Luxury Locations
Magazine advertisers in one convenient place.

Italian waterfront restaurant
Open 7 nights a week from 5pm

Monday night features live music by 1761
Tuesday – Buy 1 get 1 FREE pizza night
Thursday – All-you-can-eat delicious pasta buffet

Call: + 1 268 562-7848
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Abbott’s Jewellery is Antigua’s leading
duty free shop, offering the most
extensive assortment of luxury lines to
include Rolex and other Swiss-made
watch brands, exquisite jewellery,
fragrances and gifts for
all occasions.
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Call us on +1 268 562-8174 to be included in our next issue.

Come and join us!

Call: +1 268 562-8562
Visit www.anas.ag

Design & Build Experts
for Island Living

Island Architecture Company Limited specializes in
Architectural Services, Design Consultation,
Project Management and Construction.
1st Fl O’Beez Plaza, Factory Road, St. John’s, Antigua

Telephone 561 3778/ 779 8055
Email: info@islandarchi.com
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sushi bar
gelato
catering

Royal Palms, Friars Hill Road
Monday to Saturday 7:00 am to 9:30 pm
(268) 480-6940
www.thelarderantigua.com

The Great House Health Sanctuary

Ana’s

Antigua’s most elegant seafront spot
Mediterranean-inspired menu
Beach cabanas, events and so much more

deli-cafe
salad bar
takaway

Step back in time at Antigua’s only
remaining plantation house
hotel | restaurant | lounge | sushi bar
front desk:
1 268 562 9600
US/CAN toll-free: 1 800 857 2082
UK toll-free:
0800 014 8443
info@southpointantigua.com
E n g l i s h H a r b o u r, S t P a u l

A ROCKS GROUP RESTAURANT

The Caribbean’s coolest,
quirkiest health retreat
www.thegreathouseantigua.com
bookings@thegreathouseantigua.com

A ROCKS GROUP RESTAURANT

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

GILLY GOBINET
ART GALLERY
Swim, touch and feed our friendly stingrays
and learn all about these amazing,
captivating creatures

Call +1 268 464 6084

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com
Call: +1 268 562 7297

Visit www.GillyGobinet.com
Email: GillyGobinet@me.com

tio

www.globalbankofcommerce.com

Unique art gallery in beautiful Fitches Creek.
Hundreds of original hand-painted watercolours
and acrylic paintings.
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Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Commercial Banking Services
International Retail Banking Solutions
Escrow Services
Online Banking and Card Services
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ANTIGUA

nourish • revitalize • heal

The Powder Room Spa located
at Gunpowder House,
Nelson’s Dockyard

Our Aveda Concept Spa, the only on Antigua,
is the perfect place for your path to personal
wellness and holistic health featuring four
treatment rooms at Sugar Ridge Resort.

All-natural products your body
will love you for.

Call: +1 (268) 484-3701
www.sugarridgeantigua.com

Visit www.ElementsAntigua.com
Email: ThepowerroomSpaAntigua@gmail.com
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Call + 1 268 788-0149

Only one jeweler in Antigua offers the finest selection
of diamonds, gemstones and exclusive brands like the
Crown of Light diamond and Safi Kilima Tanzanite.

Tel +1 268 481 1880

204 Heritage Quay, St John’s, Antigua

A hidden gem of eclectic
furniture and home décor
Open Tuesday to Friday 10am-4pm &
Saturdays 10am-2pm

Call: +1 268 460-2776

Visit www.facebook.com/LifeCoachAntigua
Janishough31@gmail.com
Call +1 268 732 1032 or +44 7877 779190
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info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxurylocations.com

AETLIA Translation & Language Services offers certified translation,
interpreting, cultural coaching etc. in over 80 languages by
professional linguists compliant with ISO 17100 standard.

Call +1 268 562 7583

www.aetlia.com • Email mail@aetlia.com

Carmichael’s is an open-air fine dining restaurant
elevated above the hilltop with stunning views
and sensational sunsets. The menu offers
international dishes infused with Caribbean
flavours and fresh local ingredients.

Understated elegance and first-class
amenities at luxury 82-suite resort
Set on palm-fringed, white sand beach with a
backdrop of emerald green rainforest

Call +1 268 484-0000

Big Banana Cafe Ristorante
VC Bird International Airport, new terminal
+1 (268) 484-1380
Big Banana Pizzas in Paradise
Redcliﬀe Quay
+1 (268) 480-6985
Mond
Monday
to Saturday 11:00 am to 11:00
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Call: +1 (268) 484-3701
www.sugarridgeantigua.com
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Telephone 268 480 3050
www.anjoinsure.com

Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174
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Agents for Massy United Insurance offering
the highest-quality insurance coverage for
your specific needs, along with prompt,
efficient and excellent customer services.

The Cork and Basket store and café
www.corkandbasket.com
Telephone +1 268 462-0363

Le Bistro

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts
Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre

Call: +1 268 462-3935
Email: Exeleng@gmail.com

French Restaurant

Antigua’s first authentic French
restaurant – and an island
institution
Open Tuesday to Sunday from 6.30pm
with last orders at 10.30pm
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LOCATED IN FALMOUTH
HARBOUR WITH STUNNING
VIEWS OF THE YACHTS
Tasty colourful dishes – a perfect
lunch and dinner spot

Located in Hodges Bay

Open Tuesday to Saturday for lunch and Wednesday to
Saturday for dinner. Sunday lunch is from 12pm-4.30pm.

Call: +1 268 462 3881
Email: pgbistro@candw.ag

Call: +1 268 460-6910 or +1 268 764-8083
Email: cloggyscafe@yahoo.com

Airport / St John’s / English Harbour
Shop duty free online

wwww.premiercru.biz
Telephone (268) 480 3200

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

restaurant &
co-working café
Call / Whatsapp:
+1 (268) 729-3939
or +1 (268) 717-1715
FB / IG: NOMAD Antigua
E: info@nomad-antigua.com

Office location Falmouth Harbour marina
Visit www.anchorconciergeltd.com
Call 268 734-1865/3865
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info@orangelimited.com
Call +1 268 788-2628

One stop agency catering to all the
needs of the yachting industry
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SHARED BY FEW,
RIVALLED BY NONE

JetSkiAntigua.com

EXPLORE ANTIGUA’S
BREATHTAKING COASTLINE ON A
GUIDED JET SKI TOUR

FOR ALL YOUR INTERIOR
DESIGN NEEDS

Furnishings, fabrics and more...
Telephone 268 462 8890

Email elcaribdecor@gmail.com

We want to make sure that you get exactly what you
want, whether it’s a manager to maintain your property
in your absence for peace of mind or full rental
management to maximise your return on investment.

Call +1 268 562 7814
www.villa-management.com

ADVERTISE WITH LUXURY LOCATIONS

M A G A Z I N E
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L O C AT I O N S

bookings@realparadiseantigua.com

With you every
step of the way

ry

LUXURY

Tel +1 268 770 7157

VILLA MANAGEMENT

More than just an advert

Want to tell the world about your business and stand head and shoulders above the competition?
Our free bi-annual glossy publication is distributed to more than 150 key locations island-wide every
month. It is also found in every suite at some of the country’s most exclusive hotel resorts. Luxury Locations
Magazine’s marketing machine is the ideal combination of ingenuity, cutting-edge strategies, eﬃcient
service and quality business practices. We have a variety of advertising formats to suit your business. Choose
a double page spread, a full page or half page. Dimensions and specifications will be provided – or our expert
creative team can put together your advert at a competitive cost.

www.luxurylocations.com

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices,Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com

ANTIGUA
& BARBUDA

Hodges Bay
Dickenson Bay
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Hawkbill Bay
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1. St Johns Harbour
2. Pearns Point
3. Jolly Harbour
4. Cades reef
5. Falmouth Harbour
6. English Harbour
7. Shirley Heights
8. St James Club
9. Lynch Point
10. Green Island
11. St Johns Cathedral
12. Devils Bridge
13. Hells Gate
14. Sir Vivian Richards Stadium
15. Bettys Hope
16. Donkey Sanctuary
17. Rainforest and Rainforest tour
18. Wallings Dam
19. St Barnabas Anglican Church
20. Government House & Court House
21. Dows Hill Interpretation center
22. Fort James
23. Fort Barrington
24. Fort George
25. Fort Berkeley
26. Pink Sand in Barbuda
27. Frigate Bird Sanctuary
28. Guianna Island
29. Long Island
30. VC Bird International Airport
31. Sting Ray City
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PLACES TO VISIT:

1

ST. JOHN’S

Pinching Bay

Valley Church Bay
Ffryers Bay

Morris Bay
Carlisle Bay
LUXURY LOCATIONS
Porto Fino Oﬃces
Jolly Harbour
Antigua
Oﬃce Tel: +1268 5618174
Cell: +1268 7645874
Email: Info@LuxuryLocations.com
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Jabberwock Beach

Long Bay

Non Such Bay
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Mercers
Creek
Bay

Half Moon Bay

Rendevouz Bay
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MY ANTIGUA

What’s it like raising a child in Antigua?
Kamal: Zahra’s upbringing is idyllic. She
gets to play outside like when we were kids.
Portia: She’s growing up with no fear of
‘stranger danger’. Pre-schools here are
excellent too and a fraction of the cost in
London. West Indian teachers are very
nurturing and caring, unlike the clinical
approach you often get in the UK.
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What did your friends and family think?
Kamal: My father is Egyptian but left for
England many years ago. He thought we
were crazy, that we’d be living in a palm tree.
Portia: Some thought we were mad giving
up good jobs and a nice house. But most of
our friends were really supportive. Many of
them have great jobs with good money but
no time to spend it.

social mobility. Sixty per cent of pupils
are Antiguan and, thanks to generous
donors, more than 40 per cent are there on
scholarships. We are seeing kids that grew
up with no electricity now going to college
in the US.
Kamal: I oﬀer comprehensive dental care
to a diverse group of patients. I treat whole
families, from kids to grandparents, and
have developed a good reputation so that
people now come from Montserrat and
Dominica to see me.
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What made you move to Antigua?
Kamal: I applied for a job advertised in the
British Dental Journal. It just said ‘dentist
wanted – Caribbean’. We knew nothing
about Antigua then. We initially decided to
come for a year as we didn’t want to always
be left wondering, what if…?
Portia: I was more reluctant. I’d just been
promoted and was one of the UK’s youngest
deputy heads at a big London school. In the
end I got a year’s sabbatical. I didn’t know
I was pregnant until we got here. Zahra
arrived seven months later.

tio

Finding a good school is a top priority for most families considering a move overseas.
Decent dental care is probably another. Meet the British couple who, between them,
have both of those covered. Dentist Kamal Moursy and headteacher Portia took a leap
of faith themselves in 2011 when they moved from London to Antigua. Seven years on
– and with a daughter of their own – they reveal the secrets to surviving island life and
their commitment to brightening the smiles of more Antiguans and Barbudans.

How did you two meet?
Kamal: On a fancy dress pub crawl in
2001 when we were both students at the
University of Leeds. Portia was a Playboy
bunny and I was wearing a run-around emu
costume.
Portia: The first thing he told me was that
he’d spent a week making the costume and
it cost him 40 quid in materials.
Tell us about your work here.
Portia: I’ve been principal of Island
Academy, the only international school in
Antigua, since January 2015 and believe
that education is one of the most powerful
tools to change lives. Where you go to
school has a huge impact on you. Race,
gender, sexuality and economic background
should not be a barrier to success and
Island Academy is the embodiment of
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BRIGHTENING SMILES
ACROSS ANTIGUA

Any downsides to life on a small island?
Portia: Choice in the supermarket can feel
limited sometimes.
Kamal: A five-minute job can take a day
and a lot of restaurants are not dog-friendly.
Ah yes, tell us about your dog.
Kamal: We’ve had Rev since he was a
puppy; he was our first child. The name
is short for Reverend as he’s black with a
white collar.
Portia: The expense aside, it was fairly
straightforward bringing him here from
England. There were certain steps to follow
but as long as you abide by the rules you
get there eventually – like anything else in
Antigua.
Tell us one thing people don’t know about
you.
Kamal: People sometimes think Portia

has a cold poker face but actually she’s a
lot more sentimental and emotional than
people might think.
Portia: Kamal once appeared on British
game show ‘Blind Date’. He was asked to
name a song that would sum up a date with
him and he sang ‘I’ve had the time of my
life’. He didn’t get picked.
Any favourite hangouts?
Portia: Catherine’s Café, particularly when
Itchy Feet are playing.
Kamal: But we’re just as happy grabbing
some Trinidadian doubles from Roti King
and going to the beach.
Any advice for newcomers to Antigua?
Kamal: Get involved; it’s so much more
rewarding than giving a monthly direct
debit to a charity. I helped set up the
Friends of the Care Project to support kids
with special needs and we’re just about to
open a US$1.5m purpose-built facility. It’s
one of my proudest achievements.
Portia: Be prepared to give more than
you take. It’s easier to eﬀect change here
than in a bigger society. The real joy comes
from being part of the local Caribbean
community.
What have been some of your happiest
moments here?
Kamal: Watching Zahra learn to walk on
the beach and swimming in the sea with
Rev. Also, breaking ground at the Care
Project home.
Portia: Seeing how the school impacts the
lives of Antiguan kids. Alumni are now
coming back from studying overseas and
joining the local workforce.
If you had one wish, what would it be?
Zahra: That everything was made of candy.
But Daddy wouldn’t like that. n
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Peace of mind. Piece of paradise.
We’ve got you covered.
For 35 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial
services, has offered its clients the perfect balance of
world class banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction
since 1981, and GBC is well positioned to manage the
portfolios of the more selective investor, who may also
qualify to obtain citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.

Wholesale Banking
Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies
Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

Private Banking
Wealth Management
Portfolio Services
Card Programmes
Citizenship Services
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